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ABSTRACT

Several classification systems have been developed for natural
shapes over the past decades, the most recent one maps a body
into its primary equilibrium class defined by the numbers of the
stable and unstable equilibria. An equilibrium is intuitively defined as a surface point on which the body remains at rest on
a horizontal plane. It is stable, if the body returns to its position despite any small perturbation, unstable if it falls out from
its position for any small perturbation. Along with the introduction of the concepts above, Várkonyi and Domokos in 2006 have
shown the existence of the Gömböc, a body with just one stable
and one unstable equilibrium. They also published a geometric algorithm to construct representative bodies in any primary
equilibrium class with specific geometric transformations called
Columbus’ algorithm from the Gömböc, making it a single ancestor body.
The primary classes can be refined into secondary equilibrium
classes by considering the topology of the equilibria defined by
the Morse–Smale complex of the body surface. A secondary
class can be naturally represented by a fully combinatorial object: a vertex-coloured quadrangulation, where a quadrangulation
is a graph embedded on the sphere with faces bounded by four
edges, and the colours correspond to the types of the equilibrium (stable or unstable). Through this representation, the original Columbus’ algorithm of primary classes can be interpreted
as a sequence of graph operations.
It turned out that the original Columbus’ algorithm is not able
to construct representative bodies in each secondary class from
one single ancestor. However, Columbus’ algorithm has been
extended by Domokos, Lángi and Szabó in 2012 to solve this
problem. In this dissertation we consider a carefully chosen restriction of the extended Columbus’ algorithm called monotone
coloured splitting. This kind of splitting is significant from both
graph theoretical and geometric aspects.
I show that the monotone coloured splitting admits other ancestors than the Gömböc. The set of ancestors outline a complex
hierarchy of the secondary classes, and the smallest ancestors
turn out to be the Gömböc and the two simplest polyhedra. The
uniqueness of the ancestor of a secondary class is also shown.
The second problem of this dissertation pursues the question:
how many different secondary classes are the primary classes
divided into? The associated question from graph theory is: how
many different quadrangulations exist for a given size and how
many different coloured quadrangulations? I propose methods
to exhaustively enumerate quadrangulations, and I also present
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computational results of my implementation on the cardinality
of secondary classes and quadrangulations.
The third problem of this dissertation concerns the parallel
infrastructure used to obtain the computational results above.
Two difficulties of the execution are discussed, which also apply
to a wide range of embarrassingly parallel computations a.k.a.
parameter sweep applications (PSAs). First, scheduling parts of
tasks optimally on parallel machines is computationally hard,
meaning large inputs are practically not solvable optimally in
reasonable time. Secondly, there is no information on the processing times of the parts in advance, so this computationally
hard problem is to be solved under uncertainty.
To cope with these difficulties, I propose an iterative framework for any PSA. The computational tractability is maintained
by using an approximation algorithm running in polynomial
time. To deal with uncertainty, a presumption observed also by
others is adopted claiming that a task is usually submitted for
execution to the parallel infrastructure several times. This enables the framework to build a small historical database by measuring completion times. I prove that after a few iterations the
2-approximation of the optimal schedule is reached. The case of
batches of PSAs with setup times is also considered, for which
the framework guarantees a 3-approximation.
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K I V O N AT

A természetes formák osztályozására a számos kifejlesztett rendszer mellett az egyik legújabb a stabil és instabil egyensúlyi pontok száma alapján sorol testeket elsődleges egyensúlyi osztályokba.
Egy egyensúlyi pont informálisan a test felszínének egy olyan
pontja, melyen a test nyugalomban marad egy vízszintes síkra
helyezve. A pont stabil, ha bármilyen irányú kis zavarás ellenére
a test visszaáll helyzetébe, és instabil, ha semmilyen zavarásra
sem tér vissza. Várkonyi Péter és Domokos Gábor – a fenti rendszer bevezetésén túl – megszerkesztették a Gömböcöt, melynek
mindössze egy stabil és egy instabil pontja van. Megtervezték az
ún. Kolumbusz-lépéseket is, melyek képesek a Gömböcből tetszőleges elsődleges egyensúlyi osztálybeli testet előállítani. Ezért a
Gömböcöt az összes elsődleges osztály ősének tekintjük.
Az egyensúlyi pontok száma mellett figyelembe vehetjük azok
topológiáját is, amit a felszín Morse–Smale-komplexe határoz
meg. Így az elsődleges osztályokon belül másodlagos osztályokat
határozunk meg. Egy másodlagos osztály természetes módon
ábrázolható egy 2 színnel színezett négyszögeléssel, ahol a négyszögelés egy olyan lerajzolt síkgráf, melynek minden tartományát
egy 4-hosszú séta határolja. E modellben a Kolumbusz-lépés egy
négyszögeléseken értelmezett gráfművelet.
Tudjuk, hogy az eredeti Kolumbusz-lépések nem képesek bármilyen másodlagos osztálybeli testet előállítani egyetlen ősből.
Azonban e lépések általánosított változata már képes az előállításra (Domokos–Lángi–Szabó, 2012). A disszertációban az általánosított lépések egy gondosan kiválasztott megszorítását vizsgáljuk, melyet monoton színezett csúcsosztásnak nevezzük. E megszorítás mind gráfelméleti, mind geometriai jelentőséggel bír.
A disszertációban bebizonyítom, hogy a monoton színezett
csúcsosztás a Gömböc mellett további ősökre vezet a másodlagos osztályok körében. Ez egy összetett előállíthatósági hierarchiát eredményez, és a legkisebb ősök a Gömböc mellett a két
legegyszerűbb poliéder. Az is bizonyítást nyer, hogy minden másodlagos osztály őse egyértelmű.
A disszertáció által kitűzött második cél azon kérdés megválaszolása, hogy az egyes elsődleges osztályokon belül hány másodlagos osztály lehetséges? Az ide vonatkozó gráfelméleti kérdés:
adott méret esetén hány különböző négyszögelés lehetséges? Az
általam kidolgozott módszerek a négyszögelések kimerítő felsorolását eredményezik. Közlöm az implementációmmal előállt
számítási eredményeket is, melyek a másodlagos osztályok és
négyszögelések számosságát adják meg.
A disszertáció harmadik feladata számítások párhuzamosításával kapcsolatos, mely a fenti számítási eredményeket is elősegítette. Két, a párhuzamosítás során felmerülő nehézséggel fog-
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lalkozunk, melyek a párhuzamos számítások széles körét, az ún.
paraméterelemzéseket (PSA, Parameter Sweep Application) jellemezhetik. Egyrészt a számítási feladat optimális feldarabolása
NP-nehéz, így csak a legegyszerűbb, legkisebb esetek oldhatóak
meg optimálisan ésszerű időkeretek között. Másrészt nem rendelkezünk a priori információval az egyes részek feldolgozási
idejét illetően, így ezen komplex feladat megoldását bizonytalanság is nehezíti.
A fenti nehézségek kezelésére egy keretrendszert dolgoztam
ki. A számítási komplexitást úgy kezeljük, hogy megalkuszunk
az optimálist csak közelítő, de polinomiális megoldással. A bizonytalansággal való megbirkózáshoz felhasználjuk azt a megfigyelést, mely szerint egy felhasználó tipikusan többször is lefuttatja ugyanazt az alkalmazást. Így lehetőségünk nyílik arra, hogy
az egyes gépek mért befejezési idejéből adatbázist építsünk. Bebizonyítom, hogy a keretrendszer véges számú iteráció után biztosítja az optimális ütemezés költségének legfeljebb kétszeresét.
A kötegelt PSA ütemezését is vizsgáljuk, mely előkészítési idővel egészül ki. Erre az esetre a keretrendszer az optimális költség
legfeljebb háromszorosát biztosítja.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N A N D M O T I VAT I O N

Studying the geometry of natural shapes has long since been
a subject of natural sciences such as geology. For instance, the
geometry of pebbles found near waters carries considerable
amount of information about the environment, even about its
history. Based on pebbles shape, one can distinguish rivers from
beaches, high energy waves from low energy waves [23]. Purely
observing geometry, photos of pebbles found recently on Mars
has led to reveal detailed information of some ancient water flow
[84]. Thus effectively classifying pebble shapes has been important to establish statistical observations.
While several pebble classification systems evolved and have
been discussed throughout the past decades, the most popular
methods (Sneed and Folk [70] and Zingg [87]) are still considered challenging due to uncertain measurements and arbitrarily
chosen constants [71]. Recently, Várkonyi and Domokos [79] introduced a mechanical classification system for convex, homogeneous bodies. They map each body into its primary equilibrium
class (or shortly primary class) defined by the numbers of the
stable and unstable equilibrium points of the body surface. Informally, an equilibrium point (or shortly equilibrium) is a surface
point on which the body remains at rest on a horizontal plane.
It is stable, if the body returns to its position despite a small
perturbation from any direction, and it is unstable, if the body
never returns. For instance, the cube has six stable and eight
unstable equilibria, corresponding to the faces and the vertices,
respectively. The edges correspond to saddle equilibria which
are not considered for now. This is merely an introduction of the
equilibria, their formal definition is found in Chapter 2.
Várkonyi and Domokos [79] constructed the geometry of a
mono-monostatic body, also known as Gömböc, which has only
one stable and one unstable equilibrium. They also designed specific geometric transformations called Columbus’ algorithm, modifying the body only at the vicinity of one equilibrium. The name
refers to the story of Christopher Columbus who made an egg
standing on its tip after hitting it to the table, supposedly creating a new stable equilibrium. As starting from the Gömböc,
Columbus’ algorithm is able to generate a representative body
in any primary class, Gömböc is the ancestor of every primary
class.
If, beyond the numbers of the equilibria, their full topology
defined by the Morse–Smale complex of the body surface is considered, we arrive at the more refined secondary equilibrium classes
(or shortly secondary classes). While Columbus’ algorithm proved
that every primary class contains some bodies [79], Domokos,
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introduction and motivation

Lángi and Szabó [25] showed recently that every secondary class
contains some bodies as well, because their extension of Columbus’ algorithm can generate all of them.
A quadrangulation is a graph embedded in the sphere with every face bounded by a closed walk of length 4. A secondary class,
i.e. the topology of the equilibria can be genuinely represented
by a vertex-coloured quadrangulation [28, 31, 79], making the extended Columbus’ algorithm a graph operation called coloured
splitting. This enables us to study the hierarchy of secondary
classes in a purely combinatorial context. Accordingly, the statements made on quadrangulations and coloured splittings have
a direct geometric interpretation in the context of mechanical
equilibria of convex bodies.
In this dissertation, we consider a carefully chosen restriction
of the coloured splitting called monotone coloured splitting. The
monotone coloured splitting possesses a significant combinatorial property, and their corresponding geometric transformations (steps of the extended Columbus’ algorithm) also possess
an unusual geometric property. We note that these steps does
not perfectly coincide with the steps of the original Columbus’
algorithm. We investigate the question: which secondary classes
can be generated by the monotone coloured splitting?
I show that the monotone coloured splitting, while adequate
to generate all primary classes from one single ancestor, can only
generate a limited range of secondary classes from the same
ancestor, uncovering a complex hierarchy of secondary classes.
Consequently, there exist additional ancestor secondary classes
besides the Gömböc, and the two smallest ones are the classes of
the two simplest right pyramids. I also show that the ancestor of
any secondary class is unique.
Refining the primary classes evidently poses two questions.
First, how many different secondary classes are the primary
classes divided into? Secondly, how many different quadrangulations exist for a given size? In the effort to answer these questions, I propose a method for an exhaustive enumeration of the
secondary classes in my second main result. This is achieved
by enumerating the quadrangulations without colouring, then
putting on the colouring in every possible way. I created a preliminary implementation of this method as a computer program,
built on the software plantri [15], and I present some computational results on the cardinality of secondary classes and quadrangulations, obtained from the data set generated by my computer program. Moreover, I show some theoretical results on
how to extend plantri to make the enumeration significantly
faster than my preliminary implementation.
As plantri supports dividing the task into independent parts,
this preliminary implementation could be executed in parallel
in a grid infrastructure using the Saleve tool [64]. The overall
processing time would have taken about eighty days on an aver-
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age single machine, however, it turned out that achieving high
speedup by executing on a parallel infrastructure is rather complicated. Besides the technical challenges risen from using such
an infrastructure, two difficulties arise. First, dividing optimally
a computational task into parts with similar processing time is
known to be NP-hard, meaning that only the smallest, most trivial cases are solvable in reasonable time. Secondly, there is no a
priori information on the processing times of the parts, so this
computationally hard problem is to be solved under uncertainty.
It is important to notice that these troubles are not specific to
the execution of the graph enumeration, they also accompany a
wide range of parallel computations, including the PSAs which
this thesis focuses on.
In my third main result I propose a framework to cope with
these difficulties for any PSA in general. In order to maintain
computational tractability, a trade-off is accepted: the underlying optimization problem is approximated by quickly yielding
a solution guaranteed to be “good enough”, whose cost is at
most two times the optimal cost. As a means to deal with uncertainty, the first step is adopting a presumption observed by
Downey and Feitelson [29]: a user developing a PSA tends to
repeat the execution several times. This behaviour may originate
from various reasons such as testing, fixing bugs, adding new
features such as more detailed output, improved precision etc.
Anyway, it allows us to build a historical database by measuring the individual machine completion times, so the processing
time characteristics of the problem at hand can be charted gradually. I prove that after a few iterations the framework reaches the
approximation ratio of 2 for any PSA. I also study the batches
of PSAs (BPSA) model where the jobs are executed in batches
to be preceded by a sequence independent setup work, and in
this case the approximation ratio of 3 is reached. For practical
reasons, the historical database and the machine assignment descriptions are also kept brief.
overview of contents Chapter 2 introduces formally the
necessary background and the related work in the literature,
and Chapter 3 presents my three main results. Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5 discuss the first and the second main results on the
generation and enumeration of secondary classes and quadrangulations, respectively, and Chapter 6 presents discussion of the
third main result on executing efficiently PSAs. The thesis is concluded by Chapter 7.

3

P R E L I M I N A R I E S A N D R E L AT E D W O R K

This chapter introduces the theoretical basis and the related
work necessary to formally present the main results. Section 2.1
lays down the basics of generating quadrangulations, and Section 2.2 shows how we interpret a quadrangulation as a secondary class. Section 2.3 outlines how plantri enumerates plane
graphs without repetition, including the way to implement enumeration as a parallel computation. Section 2.5 sketches some
methods to handle the complexity of the underlying scheduling
problem. We mention that Table 2.2 gives a list of the different
graph types we use in this dissertation.
2.1

generating quadrangulations

2.1.1 Plane Quadrangulations
We start by introducing our most fundamental concept, the
plane quadrangulation. We refer to [21] for more thorough definitions on planarity. A plane graph is a graph whose vertices are
drawn points and edges are arcs on the two dimensional plane
such that no two edges meet in a point other than a common
endpoint [21]. A planar embedding is an isomorphism between an
abstract graph and a plane graph, the latter is a drawing of the
abstract graph. A planar graph is an abstract graph which can be
embedded in the plane (without defining a drawing). One can
define similarly the sphere graph, the spherical embedding and the
spherical graph, if the underlying surface is the sphere instead of
the plane. It is well known that a graph is planar if and only if
it is spherical, and these two surfaces can be used interchangeably in our definitions and statements. However, the spherical
surface reflects better our geometric interpretation, the surface
of convex bodies.
The edges of a sphere graph divide the surface into regions called faces. A walk of length l is an alternating sequence
v0 e0 v1 . . . el −1 vl of vertices and edges such that vi and vi+1 are
endpoints of ei for all 0 ≤ i < l. The walk is closed if v0 = vl .
Now we arrive at
Definition 2.1 (quadrangulation): A quadrangulation of the
sphere (or shortly quadrangulation) is a loopless, connected finite
graph embedded in the sphere having every face bounded by
a closed walk of length 4. A quadrangulation without parallel
edges and without repeated edges on the quadrilateral boundary walks is called a simple quadrangulation. If we want to emphasize that a quadrangulation may not be simple, it is called a
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(a) P2

(b) C4

(c) Q3

(d) Q4

Figure 2.1. The four smallest quadrangulations

multiquadrangulation, abbreviated as MQ1 . Let Q denote the set
of all multiquadrangulations (MQs), and Q1 the set of all simple
quadrangulations.
Note that a walk, even the boundary walk of a face may repeat edges or vertices, and we also allow parallel edges. This
definition was also used by Mohar, Simonyi and Tardos [62],
however, Archdeacon et al. [2] applied the word “pseudoquadrangulation” instead for a quadrangulation which is not simple.
Clearly Q1 ⊂ Q. Note that the 2-path P2 (the path of length 2
with two edges and three vertices) is the smallest MQ, and the
4-cycle C4 (the cycle of length 4, a.k.a. the square) is the smallest
simple quadrangulation, illustrated in Figure 2.1. Disallowing
loops is redundant, as it is easy to see that a spherical quadrilateral graph cannot have a loop. It is also easy to see that apart
from P2 , repeating edges or vertices on a boundary walk always
results in parallel egdes. Note that a MQ (or equivalently, a quadrangulation) not necessarily has parallel edges.
We do not distinguish between isomorphic drawings, specified by
Definition 2.2 (isomorphism): Let σ(v) denote the cyclic ordering of the edges drawn around the vertex v in clock-wise order,
so σ(v) = (e1 , . . . , ed(v) ), where d(v) denotes the degree of v. Let
us have two plane graphs, and an abstract isomorphism between
their abstract graphs. We say the abstract isomorphism is also
an embedded isomorphism, if it either preserves the cyclic ordering around all vertices, or reverses the cyclic ordering around all
vertices. Throughout this thesis, shortly isomorphism stands for
the embedded isomorphism between plane graphs, and we use
the term abstract isomorphism for isomorphism between abstract
graphs. We say that two plane graphs are isomorphic if there is
an (embedded) isomorphism between them.
Some planar graphs admit multiple non-isomorphic drawings,
so the vertex-edge incidence matrix without the drawing is not
enough to unambiguously define a graph (an example is shown
in Figure 2.2). There are some exceptions, e.g. a 3-connected
graph admits only one drawing by Whitney’s theorem [21], but
usually this is not our case. When the plane drawing of an abstract graph is unique, an arbitrary cycling ordering either results in the same plane graph or does not result in a plane
1 MQ should be pronounced as “multiquadrangulation”
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Figure 2.2. A planar graph admitting two non-isomorphic drawings

graph at all. We do not differentiate between isomorphic graphs,
considering isomorphism classes instead of individual drawings.
Note that a connected plane graph and its mirror image always
belong to the same isomorphism class. An isomorphism class
can be unambiguously given by the cyclic ordering of the edges
around each vertex. We note that such an isomorphism class is
also called an unsensed, unrooted planar map (or shortly map)
in the literature [80].
We will be using a fundamental connection between the number of vertices, edges and faces, denoted respectively by n, e and
f , expressed by Euler’s formula: n − e + f = 2. Applied to a MQ,
as every face has 4 boundary edges and every edge is counted
twice, we have
e = 2 f = 2n − 4.

(2.1)

Equation 2.1 also implies that the minimum degree of a MQ is
either 1, 2 or 3, because if it had only vertices of degree at least
4, then it would have at least 2n edges. Note that for all f ≥ 1
there exists a simple quadrangulation with f faces.
2.1.2 Vertex Splitting
We study the hierarchy of isomorphism classes, i.e. which MQ
can be generated from another one by given quadrangulation
operations based on vertex splitting. We describe the generation
process using binary relations. A binary relation B defined over
a graph set F is a subset of F 2 . We say that B( G, G 0 ) holds if
( G, G 0 ) ∈ B. We mostly consider relations which are compatible
with isomorphism, meaning that if B( G, G 0 ) holds and H and
H 0 are isomorphic to G and G 0 , respectively, then B( H, H 0 ) also
holds. Obviously the union of binary relations is also a binary
relation.
The vertex splitting is depicted in Figure 2.3, which has to be
decoded as follows. The illustrated embedding (the cyclic ordering) of the graphs is important, so the small triangles denote that
other edges may occur only at that position. So the figure clarifies the cyclic ordering of the edges in the original (left to the
arrow) and in the resulting (right to the arrow) graph.
As shown in the figure, the splitting replaces a vertex v with
vertices w and v0 dividing the edges of v. Let ni denote the other
endpoint of the edge ei .
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Figure 2.3. Vertex splitting of degree m
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Definition 2.3 (splitting): A vertex splitting specified by the walk
n1 e1 vem nm of G (or shortly splitting) is an operation transforming a MQ G to a MQ G 0 . The vertex v of G is replaced by
vertices w and v0 in G 0 dividing the edges of v, and two addi00 = { v0 , n }.
tional edges are introduced: e10 = {w, n1 } and em
m
0
0
The cyclic ordering of w is σ(w) = (e1 , . . . , em ), where ei0 has
the same other endpoint as ei had; the cyclic ordering of v0
00 , e
is σ(v0 ) = (e1 , em
m+1 , . . . , ed(v) ), keeping some edges of the
former vertex v. If n1 6= nm , the cyclic orderings of n1 and
00 , e0 , . . . ), and the
nm are σ(n1 ) = (e10 , e1 , . . .) and σ(nm ) = (em
m
rests of these orderings (denoted with the dots) are kept from
00 , e0 , . . . , e0 , e , . . . ),
G. If n1 = nm and m > 1, then σ(n1 ) = (em
m
1 1
again the dots keep the orderings from G. If m = 1, then
σ(n1 ) = (e100 , e10 , e1 , . . .).
The splitting relation S is defined over Q as follows: S( G, G 0 )
holds if there exists a splitting transforming G to a MQ isomorphic to G 0 . Then we also say that G 0 is constructed from G by a
splitting.
Note that while a splitting specified by a given walk assigns a
unique MQ (up to isomorphism) to a MQ, a MQ is usually in
splitting relation with many other MQs.
The new face introduced by the splitting is bounded by the
0 n e00 v0 . Observe that the degree of the new
walk v0 e1 n1 e10 wem
m m
vertices w and v0 are respectively d(w) = m and d(v0 ) =
d(v) − m + 2. In addition, the two splittings specified by the walk
n1 e1 vem nm and the walk nm em ve1 n1 construct isomorphic MQs.
Definition 2.4: The
min{d(v0 ), d(w)}.

degree

of

a

splitting

is

D

:=

The degree of a splitting has a few trivial properties:
Proposition 2.1: For any splitting,
(1) D = min{m, d(v) − m + 2},
(2) 1 ≤ D ≤ bd(v)/2c + 1,
(3) D is invariant to reflection or reversing the walk n1 e1 vem nm .
2.1.3 Restricted Splitting
Definition 2.5 (restricted splitting): Analogously to S, the restricted splitting relation Si,j for given i, j ≥ 1 is defined over Q
as follows: Si,j ( G, G 0 ) holds if there exists a splitting with degree
i ≤ D ≤ j transforming the MQ G to a MQ isomorphic to G 0 .
A splitting is a D-splitting if its degree is D. We say that G 0 is
constructed from G by a D-splitting, if SD,D ( G, G 0 ) holds.
Sj

Clearly Si,j ⊂ S, moreover Si,j = D=i SD,D and S = S1,∞ .
However, it can be ambiguous that by which splitting a MQ is
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Figure 2.4. Vertex splitting with ambiguous degree. Depending on the
chosen walk to specify the splitting, the transformation can
be a 1-splitting as well as a 2-splitting.
v
w
n1

v0

n1
w

n1

v

n2
n1

v0

n2

w
v
n1

v0
n1

Figure 2.5. Monotone splitting S1,2 . The 2-splitting has two variants:
simple case and parallel case.

constructed from another particular MQ. For example, both splitting relations S1,1 and S2,2 hold for the MQs shown in Figure 2.4.
In this dissertation we mainly investigate the restricted splitting relation S1,2 (see Figure 2.5), and we also show some application of the restrictions S1,1 , S2,2 and S3,3 . The main reason we
focus on S1,2 is that these are not only local modifications but
they purely extend the MQ without removing any edge. They
modify only one face of the MQ in the vicinity of a point, hence
the perturbation of the MQ is minimal.
Definition 2.6 (embedded subgraph, containing): Let G (V, E)
denote a plane graph with vertex set V and edge set E, where V
contains points, E contains arcs on the plane. The plane graph
G (V, E) is the embedded subgraph of the plane graph G 0 (V 0 , E0 )
if V ⊆ V 0 and E ⊆ E0 . We say that a plane graph G 0 contains
another plane graph G, denoted by G l G 0 , if some embedded
subgraph of G 0 is isomorphic to G.
Note that if G is an embedded subgraph of G 0 , then it is also
an abstract subgraph of G 0 , and the cyclic orderings of edges
present in G are preserved. Clearly G l G 0 implies | G | ≤ | G 0 |,
where | G | denotes the number of vertices in G, i.e. its size. Furthermore, l is a reflexive, transitive relation. Note that, for instance, if G is the mirror image of a plane graph G 0 , then G l G 0
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all distinct
G = P2 , x1 = x3
G = P2 , x2 = x4
G 6= P2 , x1 = x3
G 6= P2 , x2 = x4

{ x1 , x2 }
S1,1
S1,1
S1,1
S1,1 ∨ S2,2
S1,1

{ x1 , x4 }
S1,1
S1,1
S1,1
S1,1 ∨ S2,2
S1,1

{w, x3 }
S2,2
S1,1
S2,2
S1,1 ∨ S2,2
S2,2

Table 2.1. Cases of inserting a vertex into a face

and G 0 l G, however G is usually not an embedded subgraph of
G0 .
Formally, we say a sphere graph operation transforming G to
0
G is monotone if G l G 0 . For instance, face subdivisions (e.g. [62,
78]) which divide a face into smaller regions are local monotone
operations. Tutte [78] called the order of a face subdivision the
number of the introduced vertices in the operation, although he
applied this concept on triangulations. So restricted to MQs, e.g.
a 2-splitting is a face subdivision of order 1. Actually S1,2 are the
only monotone operations on MQs introducing only one new
vertex, which is proved by the following
Proposition 2.2 ([A2]): If G l G 0 for MQs G, G 0 , and | G 0 | =
| G | + 1, then S1,2 ( G, G 0 ) holds.
Proof. We can identify G with its isomorphic image that is an
embedded subgraph of G 0 , without loss of generality (w.l.o.g.).
Let us insert the new vertex w in every possible way into a face
of G bounded by the walk x1 x2 x3 x4 x1 , listing only the vertices
of the walk. Note that some of the vertices xi may coincide. By
Euler’s formula (Equation 2.1), we need to add two edges in
addition to the new vertex, so connect, w.l.o.g., w and x1 with
an edge. Then, we have an “almost quadrangulation”: except for
one face which is bounded by the walk x1 wx1 x2 x3 x4 x1 of length
6. This face can be divided into two quadrilateral faces by adding
one edge in three ways: connecting x1 and x2 (the fourth and the
seventh elements of the walk sequence), or x1 and x4 (third and
sixth elements), or w and x3 (second and fifth) with an edge.
The possible cases are summarised in Table 2.1. The columns
correspond to the ways of inserting the second edge, the rows
correspond to different structures of the face. An entry denotes
which splitting relation holds for G, G 0 . The table shows that in
each case, either S1,1 ( G, G 0 ) or S2,2 ( G, G 0 ) holds.
2.1.4 Generating Quadrangulation Families
A plane graph family is a set of plane graphs satisfying some
given property, closed under isomorphism. An expansion is a binary relation over a given graph family F , which is always com-
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Figure 2.6. Adding a 4-cycle

patible with isomorphism, meaning that isomorphic graphs are
not distinguished by the expansion. It usually describes how to
replace a graph with a larger one, e.g. a restricted splitting, so
expansions are used to construct graphs. Given some expansions
over F , a construction path is a finite sequence of plane graphs
G0 , . . . , G p (for any p ≥ 0) such that the ordered pairs ( Gi−1 , Gi )
are in one of the given expansion relations, 1 ≤ i ≤ p. In this
case G p is constructed from G0 via the construction path above
by the given expansions. Note that as the expansions are over F ,
obviously Gi ∈ F for all 0 ≤ i ≤ p. We say a graph family F is
generated from the starting set K ⊂ F by some given expansions,
if each graph in F is constructed via some construction path
from some graph of K. When the expansion is some restricted
splitting relation Si,j , instead of saying “F is generated by the restricted splitting relation Si,j defined over F ”, we shortly say “F
is generated by the splitting Si,j ”. The fact that Si,j is defined over
F means Si,j ⊂ F 2 . Recall that Q and Q1 denote the family of
MQs and of simple quadrangulations, respectively. Batagelj [8]
and Negami and Nakamoto [67] showed that the unrestricted
splitting generates Q1 from C4 . Note that according to the definitions above, in this case the splitting relation is defined only
over Q1 instead of over Q. Brinkmann et al. [14] showed that the
restricted splitting S2,3 is enough to generate Q1 from C4 .
There are a number of related results regarding inductive generation of certain quadrangulation families inside Q1 by other
expansions, the most relevant is regarding simple quadrangulations with minimum degree 3. Nakamoto [66] generated this
family first, then Brinkmann et al. [14] improved its efficiency
among many other families of importance. They allowed two
kinds of expansions: adding a 4-cycle as shown in Figure 2.6
and the simple 3-splitting shown in Figure 2.7a. Note that in
Figure 2.7, the half edges at v denote that there must be two
edges otherwise it would be a 2-splitting by Definition 2.4. Their
starting set consists of the pseudo-double wheels, which are the
cycles of even length at least 6, with the inner and outer face
subdivided by a vertex, such that the inner vertex is adjacent to
the odd-numbered vertices of the cycle, the outer vertex is adjacent to the even-numbered vertices of the cycle [15]. The smallest
pseudo-double wheel is shown in the left side of Figure 2.8.
While [8, 65, 67] mainly focus on simple quadrangulations,
the following observation is a straightforward extension of their
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n1

w

v n3

n1

v

0

n3

(a) Simple case
v

w
v0

n1

n1
(b) Parallel case
Figure 2.7. The 3-splitting

results: the splitting generalized for parallel case as well (m = 1
in Figure 2.3c) generates Q from P2 [25].
2.1.5

Irreducible Ancestors

The inverse of the D-splitting is called D-contraction. Given a
family F ⊂ Q, if a D-contraction is applicable to a MQ in F
resulting another MQ in F , we say the MQ is D-contractible in
F , otherwise we say it is D-irreducible in F . It is known that C4
is the only quadrangulation which is D-irreducible in Q1 simultaneously for all D [8, 67]. As the unrestricted splitting generates
Q from P2 , only P2 is D-irreducible in Q simultaneously for all
D, hence P2 is also referred to as the only ancestor of all multiquadrangulations (MQs). However, restricting the splitting to
S1,2 also admits other, non-trivial ancestors. We say a MQ is an
irreducible ancestor (or shortly irreducible or ancestor) in F if it is
1-irreducible and 2-irreducible in F . Throughout this thesis, if
the family F is not specified, it is supposed to be Q. We mention that the concept of irreducible graphs with respect to some
given expansions was analogously used in e.g. [65, 67].
Understanding irreducible ancestors seems to be essential to
uncover the hierarchy induced by the monotone splitting. Luckily, according to our Proposition 4.1 (on page 39), they can be
easily characterised: being irreducible with vertex number n > 3
is equivalent to having minimum degree 3. In the family of
simple quadrangulations Q1 , it was shown by Batagelj [8] and
Brinkmann et al. [14] that there is only one small quadrangulation irreducible in Q1 with n < 8: the 4-cycle C4 . More precisely,
Batagelj [8] proved that every 3-connected simple quadrangulation has at least 8 vertices of degree 3. Later, Brinkmann et al.
[14] observed that instead of 3-connectivity it is enough to assume in Batagelj’s proof that the minimum degree is 3. Consequently there is no simple quadrangulation irreducible in Q for
n < 8. Moreover, our results show that there is no irreducible
MQ for 3 < n < 8 either.
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Figure 2.8. Radial graph (left) and the skeleton (right) of the tetrahedron

2.1.6 Polyhedral Radial Graphs
Now we exhibit the smallest simple quadrangulation irreducible
in Q, which has 8 vertices. Surprisingly, it is already known as
the first pseudo-double wheel. This graph also arrives with a geometric illustration shown in Figure 2.8: this is the radial graph
(a.k.a. vertex-face incidence graph [63]) of the skeleton of the
smallest polyhedron, the tetrahedron. The radial graph r ( G ) of a
connected sphere graph G is a bipartite sphere graph such that
one partite set of r ( G ) corresponds to the vertex set of G, the
other one to the face set of G. Two vertices are connected in
r ( G ) with the same multiplicity as the incidence multiplicity of
their preimages in G (i.e. the appearance count of a vertex in the
boundary walk of a face). The cyclic orderings in r ( G ) reflect the
cyclic orderings of G.
In general, if G has at least one edge, then r ( G ) is a MQ, and
every MQ is the radial graph of some connected spherical surface graph [14, 63]. If G has no edge so it is only an isolated vertex, r ( G ) is the path P1 of length 1 (with one edge). We mention
that while our results show that the radial graph of any polyhedral skeleton is irreducible, there are other irreducible ancestors
as well.
2.2

equilibrium classes

We wish to translate our observations on multiquadrangulations (MQs) into a geometric context concerning the topology
of the equilibrium points of convex bodies. In this section we define the secondary equilibrium class of a convex body as a fully
combinatorial object, a vertex-coloured MQ of the body surface.
Accordingly, we define the transformation on secondary classes
corresponding to the monotone splitting, and refer to its importance in the geometric realization. We present a special family of
polyhedra, the minimal polyhedra, in which the secondary class
corresponds to the radial graph of the skeleton.
2.2.1

Topology of the Morse–Smale Complex

First we need to introduce some concepts from Morse theory [4,
31]. A generic convex body is given by its scalar height function
R(θ, ϕ) which gives the distance between the surface and the
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Figure 2.9. Morse–Smale graph of the ellipsoid. The axes of the ellipsoid are rotated for presentation purposes. Colouring notation: red: stable, blue: unstable, white: saddle. Figures 2.9a,
2.9b and 2.9c are created by Tímea Szabó [A2].

mass center for any direction in spherical coordinate system. A
surface point is an equilibrium if the gradient of the height function R is zero at that point (illustrated on the ellipsoid in Figure 2.9). We suppose that the second-order partial derivatives of
R exist and are continuous, the equilibria are nondegenerate critical points and there are a finite number of them. An equilibrium
is stable if R takes a local minimum value, unstable if R takes a
local maximum value, otherwise it is a saddle point. According to
the Poincaré–Hopf theorem [4], the numbers of stable, unstable
and saddle equilibria of a body, denoted respectively by s, u, h,
are deeply related: s + u − h = 2, thus we count only s and u.
Note that it is easy to see that s, u ≥ 1, and h = 0 exactly when
s = u = 1 (the Gömböc). The pair {s, u} defines the primary
equilibrium class (or shortly primary class) of the body [79].
The significance of the primary classes in geology was illuminated by showing the strong correlation with the Zingg classes
and by demonstrating that involving counting rather than measuring eases hand experiments [26, 72]. The latter refers to finding the equilibria by intuitively trying to fix the body on differ-
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ent points by hand rather than measuring several diameters in
order the determine its Zingg class. Furthermore, the reliability
of hand experiments was theoretically established by studying
the equilibria on both macro and micro scales [24].
The primary classes can be refined into secondary classes which
determine also the topology of the equilibria defined by the
Morse–Smale complex of the height function R. To define the
secondary class, we require the introduction of three graphs: the
Morse–Smale graph, the equilibrium triangulation and the quasidual.
In generic case, we say a path on the surface is a heteroclinic
orbit, if its tangent vectors agree with the gradient vectors of the
negative height function − R, and its endpoints are two equilibria of different type (see Figure 2.9). It is known that the heteroclinic orbits incident to a saddle point are isolated on the surface,
and there are only a finite number of them. These isolated heteroclinic orbits divide the body surface into quadrilateral cells
(see Figure 2.10a), and in each cell an infinite number of nonisolated, heteroclinic orbits are going from the unstable to the
stable point which we disregard for now.
If we painted these isolated heteroclinic orbits on the body
surface, it would result in an embedded vertex-coloured multigraph, where the vertices are the equilibria, the edges are these
painted orbits connecting saddle and non-saddle vertices, the
faces are the quadrilateral cells, and the colour of a vertex gives
its type of equilibrium.
Throughout this thesis, a graph colouring never assigns the
same colours to adjacent vertices, even if not explicitly mentioned. A graph is k-coloured if its colouring uses at most k different colours. A 2-colourable graph is a bipartite graph, and the
subsets of vertices of the same colour are its partite sets. In the
definition of quasi-dual below, we utilize the following known
fact:
Proposition 2.3 ([2, 43]): A plane multiquadrangulation (MQ)
is bipartite.
So the 3-coloured plane graph above is referred as the Morse–
Smale graph, possessing three properties.
Proposition 2.4 ([4, 31]): The followings hold for the Morse–
Smale graph of a body, unless the body is in the primary class
of the Gömböc.
(1) The graph is a quadrangulation of the sphere.
(2) Every quadrilateral boundary walk is a sequence of a saddle, a stable, a saddle and an unstable vertex.
(3) The degree of every saddle vertex is 4.
We perform two invertible transformations on the Morse–
Smale graph keeping the underlying geometric meaning, to
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(a) Morse–Smale graph
(isolated orbits)

(b) Equilibrium triangulation

(c) Quasi-dual

Figure 2.10. Determining the secondary class of the ellipsoid. Colouring notation: red: stable, blue: unstable, white: saddle.

yield a more compact graph which is still a genuine representation of the geometry. First, we connect the stable and unstable
points in each quadrangular face. The geometric interpretation
of this operation could be that from each cell, we pick one orbit arbitrarily from the infinite set of unstable-stable orbits. We
call this resulting 3-coloured graph an equilibrium triangulation,
as now every face is bounded by a cycle of length 3 (see Figure 2.10b).
Then we proceed by removing the saddle points and the edges
incident to them, creating another MQ leaving only the edges
created in the previous step (see Figure 2.10c). Note that this
step results in a MQ according to Proposition 2.4 (3). This idea
has also appeared in [28] as the quasi-dual of the Morse–Smale
complex, however, their goal is originated from computational
geometry, which is to simplify a mesh structure. They do not
mention that it can be shown that these transformations are invertible, so we loose no information by removing the saddles. In
addition, in their work the underlying function used for meshing is not necessarily the height function R, thus the nodes of the
mesh and the equilibrium points do not necessarily coincide.
We use the resulting quasi-dual graph to define the secondary
class of the body, summarized in the following definitions.
Definition 2.7 (quasi-dual): For technicality, in case s + u = 2,
we define the quasi-dual of the Gömböc as the path P1 of length 1
connecting a stable and an unstable equilibrium with one edge
(see Figure 2.12). A quasi-dual is a 2-coloured MQ (or P1 ), where
the partite sets are called the stable and the unstable equilibria.
Their size is denoted by s and u, respectively. A quasi-dual of a
body is the quasi-dual obtained with the process described above.
The size of a quasi-dual is n = s + u.
Definition 2.8 (secondary class): A secondary class is an isomorphism class of quasi-duals, where an isomorphism means an
embedded isomorphism expected to preserve the colouring as
well.
While the derivation process above requires that the secondorder partial derivatives of R exist and are continuous, we would
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also like to consider some reasonable body surfaces with no gradient, e.g. a polyhedra. As the construction of the Morse–Smale
complex is already extended for some non-smooth functions as
well [31], we believe the definition of the quasi-dual and the secondary class of a polyhedron could be understood by intuition
and needs no rigorous theoretical background. In addition, generally a non-smooth surface can be approximated with a smooth
one, keeping all mechanical equilibria. So while the definitions
and statements suppose generic body surface, some results are
interpreted on e.g. polyhedra. Note that while the class of all
quasi-duals is just identical with the class of all 2-coloured radial graphs, the quasi-dual of a polyhedron is not necessarily
the radial graph of its skeleton, as shown in Subsection 2.2.2.
If a MQ admits multiple non-isomorphic 2-colourings, then its
possible secondary classes form a partition of its map (recall that
a map is the isomorphism class of a MQ without the colouring).
It is easy to verify that a MQ admits either two non-isomorphic
2-colourings, i.e. swapping the two colours results in another secondary class, or only one colouring. In the latter case we call the
MQ (or P1 ) and the secondary class a self-dual. For instance, C4
and P1 are self-duals, P2 is not (see Figure 2.10c and Figure 2.12).
2.2.2 Minimal Polyhedra
The idea of representing a body with some surface graph appears in multiple disciplines. Most famous surface graphs might
be the polyhedral graphs that are the skeletons of the convex
polyhedra, characterized by Steinitz’s theorem [63]. Actually, the
quasi-dual assigned to a polyhedron and the radial graph assigned to its skeleton are isomorphic for some special polyhedra
we call the minimal polyhedra. A polyhedron is a minimal polyhedron if every face contains one stable and each of its vertex is an
unstable equilibrium.
We mention that it is not trivial to determine whether a polyhedron is minimal or not. E.g. the Platonic solids or a right
regular-based prism are all minimal polyhedra, however, an
oblique prism may not be a minimal polyhedron: there may be
a face which does not contain a stable point.
In case of a convex polyhedron the gradient of R is not defined on the edges, so its quasi-dual should be defined somehow. The stable and unstable equilibria can still be defined as
minima and maxima of R, respectively, which easily turn out to
be isolated extrema. Then, it is easy to see that every unstable
point is some vertex of the polyhedron, and every stable point is
inside some face. Note that though a polyhedron may stand still
on any point of a face, that face contains only one single stable
equilibrium. The saddle points could be defined as points which
are local maxima along a one dimensional section and minima
on another one. It is still not hard to see that every saddle point
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has to be a point of some polyhedral edge. In a mechanical explanation an edge contains a saddle point if it can stand still on
that edge. In the following definition we consider only minimal
polyhedra, where, respectively, each polyhedral vertex, face and
edge corresponds to an unstable, a stable and a saddle equilibrium.
Definition 2.9: The quasi-dual of a minimal polyhedron is the radial graph of its skeleton, and the images of the skeleton vertices
and faces are coloured “unstable” and “stable”, respectively.
This definition simplifies the geometric problem of assigning
the quasi-dual to a minimal polyhedron to a purely combinatorial problem, and the Poincaré–Hopf theorem can also be replaced by Euler’s formula, providing a natural geometric interpretation of the radial graph and its preimage connected plane
graph, illustrated in Figure 2.8.
We assign to each generic connected plane graph G (loops,
parallel edges allowed) its 2-coloured radial graph, denoted by
r2C ( G ). It is created from the radial graph r ( G ) by colouring the
images of the vertices of G “unstable” in r ( G ), and the images
of the faces of G “stable”. Obviously for isomorphic connected
plane graphs G, H, there is a colour preserving embedded isomorphism between r2C ( G ) and r2C ( H ), that is, they fall in the
same secondary class (and r is compatible with isomorphism).
Moreover, r2C defines a bijection in the following sense [14, 35].
For a fixed s, u with s + u ≥ 2, this bijection (denoted also by r2C
with a slight abuse of notation) is between the set of secondary
classes in the primary class {s, u} and the set of isomorphism
classes of generic connected plane graphs (i.e. maps) with u vertices, s faces and h = s + u − 2 edges. Hence studying (generating, enumerating) quasi-duals is basically equivalent to studying
connected plane graphs, as a connected plane graph is assigned
to every quasi-dual.
According to this correspondence, self-duality is also linked
with plane duality:
Proposition 2.5 (Negami and Nakamoto [67]): If G is a connected plane graph, H is the plane dual of G, then r ( G ) is isomorphic to r ( H ), but the two partite sets (the domains of the
two colours) are swapped (instead of preserved).
Note that it is also easy to show the reverse of Proposition 2.5:
if r ( G ) is isomorphic to r ( H ) with swapped partite sets, then G
and H are plane duals.
2.2.3 Construction of the Secondary Classes
To prove that for all s, u ≥ 1, there exists a convex body with
s stable and u unstable equilibria, Várkonyi and Domokos [79]
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U0
S1

H1

plan

e

G

(a) Cutting the surface with a plane near U0
U0

S1

H1

(b) Modified gradient field of − R
Figure 2.11. Applying a step of Columbus’ algorithm on an eggshaped surface. Two equilibria appear on the surface:
S1 , H1 . The figures are created by Tímea Szabó [A2].

presented two key results. First, they constructed the Gömböc
in the primary class {1, 1}. Secondly, they introduced specific
geometric transformations called Columbus’ algorithm to generate
bodies belonging to any primary class, starting solely from the
Gömböc.
Columbus’ algorithm is a sequence of sensitive modifications
on a body perturbing the surface only at the vicinity of an
equilibrium, such that the body belonging to the primary class
{s, u} is transformed to another one belonging to {s + 1, u} or
{s, u + 1}. These modifications turn out to be steps, to be defined
later in this section. A step inserting a new stable equilibrium is
illustrated in Figure 2.11.
The geometric feasibility of these modifications were proved
in [79], and later generalized in [25], where feasibility boils down
to two properties. Let us call a convex, homogeneous body nondegenerate, if its height function R is a Morse–Smale function, and
its surface has nonzero principal curvatures at any critical point
of R. We refer to [25] for the definition of the Morse–Smale function. First part of feasibility is that these modifications transform
any nondegenerate, convex body to another nondegenerate, convex one. Secondly, they always can be applied around any equilibrium. Thus the Gömböc can be referred to as the ancestor of
every primary class.
Observing the change of the quasi-dual of the underlying
body, every modification above turns out to consist of a vertex splitting of the underlying MQ followed by the colouring of
the introduced vertex with the opposite colour as its neighbours
have. Hence we call such a combinatorial operation the coloured
splitting of a quasi-dual. As the colouring of the introduced vertex is unambiguous, the unrestricted coloured splitting relation
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defined on quasi-duals is also denoted by S. So we use the following
Definition 2.10 (step): A transformation of a convex, homogeneous body with quasi-dual Q to another one with quasi-dual
Q0 is a step if S( Q, Q0 ) holds. We also say that the step corresponds
to that splitting.
We note that a step is typically makes only local modifications on the body surface, for details refer [25]. We mention
that a coloured splitting is also a special case of the operation
called “cancellation” in computational geometry by Edelsbrunner, Harer and Zomorodian [31] and Bremer [12, Figure 7.3],
who used them to simplify a multi-resolution mesh structure.
The original steps of Columbus’ algorithm in [79] were designed to make only small, local modifications on the surface,
in order to construct bodies in every equilibrium class. The inhabitation of the primary classes can be reformulated as follows:
for any s, u, some secondary class in the primary class {s, u} is
generated from the Gömböc using the coloured splitting corresponding to the steps of the Columbus’ algorithm. Later, the
extensions of these steps [25] were designed to be the geometric
counterparts of all cases of the unrestricted coloured splitting,
which could be stated as
Theorem 2.1 (Domokos, Lángi and Szabó [25]): For any quasiduals Q, Q0 such that S( Q, Q0 ) holds, and for any convex, homogeneous, nondegenerate body with quasi-dual Q, there exists
such a step of the body which results in another convex, homogeneous, nondegenerate body with quasi-dual Q0 .
In this manner, one can generate a representative body belonging to any secondary class from the Gömböc, proving
Corollary 2.1 ([25]): Every secondary class corresponds to
some body.
However, realizing a step corresponding to an unrestricted
splitting of a selected equilibrium can be fairly complex. It consists of three subroutines: after smoothing the surface, the local
environment of the equilibrium has to be shaped to a spherical
cap, then it can be truncated with a plane or with a cone. The
radius of the spherical cap mentioned above has to meet strict
requirements, which may be difficult when someone tries to recreate the transformation on an actual phyisical body.
As my personal communication to Zsolt Lángi has revealed,
it easily follows from the proof of Theorem 2.1 that restricting
the coloured splitting to the monotone coloured splitting S1,2 simplifies the realization of the steps. In this case, the radius of the
spherical cap mentioned above can be practically arbitrary [25,
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Figure 2.12. Auxiliary coloured splitting defined only on the quasidual P1 of the Gömböc in Columbus’ algorithm, resulting
two quasi-duals based on P2

56], which can be a noticeable advantage when carrying out the
transformation on a physical body.
In this thesis, we consider the restriction above, i.e. the monotone coloured splitting. In summary, this brings the following
consequences:
1. Realization of the geometric counterpart is simplified, the
constraints on the radius of the spherical cap are relaxed.
2. Monotonicity means that a vertex is added to the quasidual without the removal of any edge, so the corresponding heteroclinic orbits are preserved.
For technicality, we introduce the auxiliary coloured splitting
applicable only on the quasi-dual P1 of the Gömböc, which is
not literally a vertex splitting of a MQ. Applying it either results in the quasi-dual in the class {1, 2}, or in the quasi-dual
in the class {2, 1}, see Figure 2.12. So the definition of monotone coloured splitting is relaxed to allow the auxiliary coloured
splitting as well, considered as a 1-splitting. We also need to adjust the concept of irreducibility accordingly. We say a secondary
class is irreducible if it cannot be constructed by any monotone
coloured splitting. In other words its underlying MQ with n > 3
is irreducible, or n = 2. So the secondary classes both in {1, 2}
and {2, 1} (one in both) are not considered irreducible (see Figure 2.12), but P1 in {1, 1} is.
However, the irreducible ancestors have also revealed that not
all secondary classes are generated (see Subsection 2.1.6). Thus,
the related questions pursued by this thesis are as follows.
1. Which secondary classes are generated from the Gömböc
and how can the other ancestors be characterised?
2. What is the hierarchy of the secondary classes defined by
the ancestors?
3. Is there a unique ancestor of every secondary class?
2.3

enumerating plane graph families

This section presents the method canonical construction path [59]
which enumerates isomorphism classes of several plane graph
families effectively. The concept of enumeration differs from the
concept of generation: while generation of a family by some
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K4

Figure 2.13. Generating triangulations with parallel edges

given expansions means the theoretical reachability of its members, enumeration means an exhaustive listing of the members
without repetition, with a given size limit. We note that this
may differ from the usual meanings of the words “generation”
and “enumeration”. Effectiveness regards both time and space:
it needs a fast algorithm to check whether two plane graphs are
isomorphic, and it needs to ensure that each isomorphism class
is listed only once, in a certain canonical order without storing
them in the memory (see Subsection 2.3.2 for details). In this case
enumerating a family is essentially generating it from a starting
set by applying the given expansions systematically, however, every isomorphism class is allowed to be constructed only via one
unique construction path (hence the name “canonical construction path”).
Among many families, the software package plantri supports
the enumeration of two families closest to our goal: the triangulations with parallel edges starting from the full graph K4 by
four kinds of expansions shown in Figure 2.13, and the simple
quadrangulations starting from C4 (see Figure 2.1b) by the splitting S2,3 (see Figure 2.3a). Other families enumerated by plantri
include simple triangulations [9], some Eulerian graphs [7, 30],
some of the above constrained by minimum degree or connectivity [8, 14, 66] etc.
Some alternative methods are also presented in Subsection 2.3.3, however, none of them, including plantri, can enumerate inherently the family of MQs.
2.3.1 Checking Isomorphism
While the complexity of the abstract isomorphism problem on
graphs in general is not discovered yet up to my best knowledge, the embedded isomorphism problem on plane graphs can
be solved in linear time [50]. However, Brinkmann and McKay
[15] does not use this linear algorithm in their software plantri,
instead they propose another one.
Their algorithm is based on computing some canonical labelling [59] of the plane graphs to be compared, represented by a
unique string code we call Plantri code. Two plane graphs are isomorphic if and only if their Plantri code are the same [14]. While
computing the Plantri code is not in linear time, plantri adds
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4
Figure 2.14. Canonical labelling of the equilibrium triangulation of the
ellipsoid

some heuristic enhancements, outperforming others in practice,
which are not detailed in this dissertation.
The Plantri code is roughly computed as follows. During a
breadth-first search (BFS) launched from a given edge of the
drawing with a given direction, the vertices are labelled as discovered, and the search is logged in a candidate string, described
soon in Example 2.1. The BFS is kept deterministic using the
cyclic ordering of the edges. Launching the search from different
edges or different directions results in different candidate strings
unless they are the image and the corresponding preimage of an
embedded automorphism of the drawing. Among all possible
candidate strings, the Plantri code of the plane graph representing its canonical labelling is the least in the lexicographical order.
Example 2.1 (Plantri code of the ellipsoid): As an illustration,
we show the computation of the candidate string admitted by
the equilibrium triangulation of the ellipsoid, launching the BFS
from the edge (1, 2), denoted in Figure 2.14. This graph has six
vertices, labelled from 1 to 6, the character 0 is used as a code
word separator, and the character 7 is reserved for special use.
As the BFS traverses the neighbours of vertex 1, each vertex gets
a label corresponding to the order of visiting them. So the labels 2, 3, 4 and 5 are distributed to the neighbours of vertex
1. When a new label is distributed, the special character 7 is
written to the log. One exception is made: as the BFS always
starts by issuing the labels 1 and 2, it is not necessarily to write
the first two special characters to the log, so we put them in
parentheses. So processing the neighbours of vertex 1 makes the
text “(77)777” being added to the log. When the neighbours of
the current vertex are processed, the separator character “0” is
added to the log, and the BFS proceeds to the next vertex, in
this case the one labelled 2. When the BFS visits a vertex already
labelled, it adds the label to the log instead of the special character. Again, one exception is made: as the first neighbour of the
current vertex is always its previously processed parent, its label can be omitted from the log, so put in parentheses. Hence,
processing the neighbours of vertex 2 makes the text “(1)5730”
being added to the log, and issuing the label 6. Continued with
vertex 3, the text “(1)2640” is added, then via vertex 4, the text
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“(1)3650”, then via vertex 5, the text “(1)4620”, and finally, via
vertex 6, the text “(2)5430” is added. Summing up, by omitting the optional texts in parentheses, the candidate string is
“777057302640365046205430“. Finally, it is easy to see that the
very same candidate string would be computed from the other
edges because of the automorphisms of this plane graph. Consequently this string is also the Plantri code of this graph.
2.3.2

Canonical Construction Path

According to the literature, the inverse of an expansion is called
a reduction. For instance, the splitting is an expansion and the
contraction is a reduction on MQs. In this section, the given
reductions are the inverses of the given expansions to generate
some given family. There may be many ways to apply an expansion or a reduction on a plane graph of a family, and the
enumeration tries to apply systematically every possible expansion, accepting some of them and rejecting the others. Obviously,
applying an expansion could only be accepted if the given size
limit was not exceeded in the resulting graph. The method of
canonical construction path specifies which applications of expansions are accepted during the construction using two rules.
These rules must ensure avoiding duplication of isomorphism
classes, and moreover assigning a unique, canonical construction
path to each plane graph (independently of implementation). We
note that our presentation slightly differs from the original one
[59] for didactical reasons.
The first rule is that if different applications of the given expansions result in isomorphic graphs, then only one application can
be accepted, and the others are rejected. Usually this is the case
when a graph admits non-trivial embedded automorphisms, e.g.
starting from the C4 , adding a vertex by a 2-splitting into the
inner face or into the outer face results in isormorphic MQs. Automorphisms are discovered when plantri launches the computation of the candidate strings (see Subsection 2.3.1) from different locations, yet resulting in identical strings. Another case is
shown in Figure 2.4, where applying a 1-splitting or a 2-splitting
could result in isomorphic MQs. This rule requires simply that
a graph G 0 can be constructed from a graph G at most once.
Though it could be considered trivial from a theoretical aspect,
it is still an important issue in the implementation.
For the second rule, the best reduction has to be defined somehow. The best reduction is a restriction of the union of the given
reductions with the following constraint: applying the best reduction to a graph can only result in graphs of one single isomorphism class. Note that usually a graph can be reduced to
many non-isomorphic graphs by applying the given reductions.
In other words, the best reduction defined over the isomorphism
classes for which some reduction is applicable is also a function,
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opposed to the given reductions which are only generic binary
relations. Applying an expansion is accepted only if its inverse
is the best reduction, i.e. expanding G to G 0 is accepted only if
applying the best reduction to G 0 results in a graph isomorphic
to G.
For instance, let the family be Q and the expansion be the
unrestricted splitting. Select the edge from where launching the
BFS it logs exactly the Plantri code. This directed edge is unique
up to automorphism. The best reduction could be contracting
the face on the right side of this selected directed edge. If the
contraction is still ambiguous (case of C4 -face), then it should
contract the starting vertex of this edge with its opposite one.
These two rules together induce that every graph is constructed via only one construction path, namely, the one obtained by applying the inverses of the best reductions. Thus
this canonical construction path will not depend on the implementation, only on the best reduction map. To implement the
enumeration of a family, one has to implement the starting set,
the application of the expansions and the rule to choose the
best reductions. Note that the latest can typically be represented
much more briefly than storing each listed isomorphism class.
Though the best reduction can be defined arbitrarily, a highly
tuned choice can considerably speed up the algorithm.
The enumeration process can be naturally divided into independent computational jobs by partitioning the starting set.
Each element of the starting set is the root of a construction tree
(whose edges are the accepted expansions), and the construction
trees are disjoint because of the isomorphism-free enumeration.
If the original starting set is too small to split up (as it is usually
just one graph), then some top level of the original construction
tree is selected by plantri as a bigger starting set. The original
subtrees hanging below it are the new construction trees, each
corresponding to a portion of the graph family so to an independent computational job, illustrated in Figure 2.15. When a
portion of a family is to be enumerated, plantri possibly traverses the whole top subtree above the selected level, but below
this level, only the required hanging subtrees are developed.
2.3.3 Other Enumeration and Counting Techniques
Collecting extensive literature, Walsh [80] surveys different types
of map census results achieved both by exhaustive search (enumeration) and by formulae (counting). Some graph families can
be counted via simple formulae without exhaustively enumerating them such as the rooted planar maps (i.e. a map with a
distinguished directed edge) counted by Tutte [77].
As for the family of unrooted maps (i.e. connected multigraphs, associated with the 2-coloured MQs, see Subsection 2.2.2), the cardinalities were calculated by Wormald [85]
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Figure 2.15. Construction tree of the canonical construction path
method. Black edges are accepted, red ones are rejected
expansions. Six independent jobs can be started from third
level.

with a polynomial time algorithm. Walsh [81, 82] exhaustively
enumerated them, which is clearly in exponential time as the
number of maps is exponential function of the size [78]. Though
enumeration is significantly slower than calculating cardinalities
via formula, we require it in order to study the constructed instances. Furthermore, solely the cardinalities of 2-coloured MQs
would not produce the cardinalities of the MQs either.
The enumeration technique applied by Walsh [82] is fundamentally different from the canonical construction path method
in plantri. While plantri gradually constructs the solutions
with graph expansions, the program of Walsh enumerates maps
by their Lehman code. Lehman code is a string uniquely describing rooted maps with parenthesis and integer characters,
with similar purpose as the Plantri code. Thus the enumeration
builds the Lehman codes of maps with every possible rootings,
filters them if they satisfy the given conditions, and lists only the
maximal (canonical) codes, eliminating isomorphism.
2.4

graph glossary

In Table 2.2 we give a list of the different graph types we introduced or will introduce later. All graphs are connected.
2.5

parallel execution of parameter sweep applications

As it was shown in Subsection 2.3.2, enumerating graphs with
plantri can be divided into independent computational jobs
that could be executed in parallel. Moreover, the same computation has to be executed for many different values of a parameter (starting set). This is common in engineering or scientific
computations, and such a task is usually called a parameter sweep
application (PSA) [16, 17] or a Parameter Study [34] in the parallel computing literature. PSAs are often considered “embarrass-
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Name

Description

2-coloured
multiquadrangulation

quadrangulation coloured with 2
colours, smallest: P2

2-coloured radial
graph

radial graph coloured with 2
colours, smallest: P1

abstract graph

see Diestel [21]

equilibrium
triangulation

3-coloured plane triangulation, one
partite set is 4-regular

half

Proof of Theorem 4.2

Morse–Smale graph

Proposition 2.4

map

isom. class of connected plane
graphs, smallest: isolated vertex

multiquadrangulation
(MQ)

Definition 2.1, smallest: P2

planar graph

Subsection 2.1.1

plane graph

Subsection 2.1.1

quadrangulation

same as
multiquadrangulation (MQ)

quadrangulation with
parallel edges

quadrangulation which is not
simple and not P2

quasi-dual

Definition 2.7, smallest: P1

radial graph

Subsection 2.1.6, smallest: P1

simple
quadrangulation

quadrangulation not P2 and
without parallel edges

skeleton graph

skeleton of a polyhedron, which is
a 3-connected plane graph

spherical graph

planar graph

sphere graph

isomorphic to plane graph

Table 2.2. Quick glossary of connected graph types
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ingly parallel” [34] because no communication between independent parts is required.
While decomposing a PSA may seem trivial at first, scheduling it effectively on a parallel computational infrastructure
achieving a nice speedup tends to be challenging. This section
covers some of these challenges from theoretical and practical
aspect.
2.5.1 Scheduling Independent Jobs on Identical Parallel Machines
We investigate the problem of scheduling a PSA on some infrastructure consisting of identical parallel machines. To each parameter value of the PSA, we assign a non-interruptible job. We call
the domain of all possible parameter values the parameter space,
corresponding to the set of jobs. To exploit a parallel infrastructure, the user has to partition somehow the parameter space by
creating a schedule, i.e. a mapping from the parameter space to
the set of machines. We call the work of a machine, which is the
set parameters assigned to it, an assignment. Every job requires a
processing time to complete called its length, and a machine’s completion time is the total length of work assigned to it. We consider
the cost of a schedule the makespan, i.e. the maximal completion time. Hence the underlying problem is the widely known
NP-hard optimization problem of scheduling independent jobs
to identical parallel machines while minimizing the makespan
[38, “partition problem”], often denoted as P||Cmax . In this notation the first field, P means identical parallel machines, the
second field describing special job constraints is empty, and the
third field, Cmax is the objective. So scheduling a PSA to identical
machines is basically partitioning the parameter space.
To maintain tractability, we focus on a 2-approximation, where
an α-approximation is a polynomial time algorithm yielding a solution of cost at most α times the optimal cost. α is called the approximation ratio. Approximating this classical scheduling problem has received much attention through the past decades. We
refer to [41, 48] for a survey of the first approximation algorithms
including some approximation schemes for a fixed number of
machines. There also exist simple 2-approximation algorithms,
e.g. Graham’s list scheduling [40] (roughly, always assigning a
job to an idle machine) or the one of Archer and Tardos [3]. However, these algorithms cannot be used in our work because of
the incompatibilities shown in Chapter 6, therefore yet another
2-approximation for P||Cmax is presented in this dissertation.
We also extend our investigation on a model more general
than PSA for which we introduce the name Batches of PSAs
(BPSA), in which the jobs are partitioned into groups. The difference between a BPSA and a PSA is that a machine can execute
any job in a group only if it already executed a setup for that
group which also has processing time. Again, a schedule is par-
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titioning the parameter space, that is, partitioning each group
across the machines into batches, where a batch is a subset of
a group scheduled on one machine. In any schedule, a batch
has to be preceeded by a corresponding setup. A number of applications follow the BPSA model. Some common examples for
setup work can be downloading and preprocessing the input
data such as images, and the different groups of jobs operate
on different input sets. Another example is installing a specific
software or hardware environment such as a virtual machine or
some physical equipment before starting the effective work. Setups can be both software of hardware tasks [22, 49]. In case of
plantri, though negligible, launching the program and reaching the node of the construction tree which is the root of the
desired subtree could be considered as a setup. Many approximations for scheduling batches (the BPSA model) are surveyed
in [1], and we use an idea from [A4] in this dissertation.
2.5.2 Chain Partitioning
Assuming a massive number of jobs (e.g. hundreds of thousands), the data to be managed by the scheduling algorithm
can grow inconveniently large from a practical aspect. In a grid
infrastructure for instance, machine assignments typically are
given in small text files [32] not supposed to itemize hundreds
of thousands of jobs. Let us suppose the parameter space is an ordered set, w.l.o.g., it is the set of integers [1 . . n]. To keep in sight
easy implementation and small internal databases, our scheduling algorithm only assigns a set of consecutive jobs called a chain
to any machine, which keeps the machine assignment descriptions brief. Scheduling chains is usually referred to in the literature as one dimensional array partitioning or chain-on-chain partitioning, or, in the case of identical machines, equivalently chain
partitioning. In our setting, the optimal chain partitioning can be
found in polynomial time [11], and exact solutions are surveyed
in [55, 69].
For a formal description, we wish to schedule n noninterruptible jobs onto m identical machines. A schedule f is
a map f : [1 . . n] 7→ [1 . . m]. In case of chain partitioning,
we can order machines w.l.o.g. such that consecutive chains are
assigned to consecutive machines. Hence we say f is a chain partitioning iff either f ( j + 1) = f ( j) or f ( j + 1) = f ( j) + 1 holds
for all 1 ≤ j < n, so each assignment is a chain. A chain c is a
subinterval within [1 . . n], its cardinality is its size, its processing time is its length, denoted by `(c). A chain containing only
one job is called a singleton, its size is 1. While describing an arbitrary schedule requires O(n log m) space, a chain partitioning
requires only O(m log n) space. So assuming a massive number
of jobs (implying m  n), using chains saves considerable space.
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Let p1 , . . . , pn denote the lengths of the n jobs. Then the completion time of machine i in schedule f is the total length of its
assignment: Ci ( f ) = ∑ f ( j)=i p j , and the makespan is Cmax ( f ) :=
∗
maxi Ci ( f ). Let Cmax
denote the makespan of the optimal sched1D ∗ the makespan of the opule (NP-hard to compute), and Cmax
timal chain partitioning (computable in polynomial time). Ob1D ∗ , and allowing only chain partitionings
∗
≤ Cmax
viously Cmax
1D
∗
implies Cmax ≤ Cmax ( f ). In addition, for any 2-approximation,
∗ . An example for a 2-approximation which
Cmax ( f ) ≤ 2 · Cmax
happens to be a chain partitioning as well would be the framework presented in Chapter 6, or a slight alteration of the algorithm of [3], or [40]. These independent three examples imply
1D ∗ ≤ 2C ∗ . Hence for any scheduling problem instance we
Cmax
max
have
∗
1D ∗
∗
Cmax
≤ Cmax
≤ 2Cmax
.

(2.2)

It seems justifiable to question the approximation ratio of 2.
The literature offers much better approximations. Why should
one settle for this? It turns out that the approximation ratio of
2 cannot be further improved unless we give up our restriction
of scheduling only chains of jobs. We define the price of chain1D ∗ /C ∗
ing as the supremum of the quotient Cmax
max over all valid
2
scheduling problems. So formally, we have
Proposition 2.6: The price of chaining is 2 for the problem
P||Cmax .
1D ∗ /C ∗
Proof. We have Cmax
max ≤ 2 from Equation 2.2 for any input.
On the other hand, the following example demonstrates that the
price of chaining is at least 2.

Example 2.2 (a scheduling problem instance): Let n = 2m, and
the processing times p1 = . . . = pm = m, pm+1 = . . . = p2m = 1.
∗
1D ∗ = 2m, and
Clearly, for this input Cmax
= m + 1 and Cmax
1D
∗
∗
limm→∞ Cmax /Cmax = 2.

So if the limited size of the database compensates this price of
chaining, then we insist on applying it because of its adequacy
to our problem.
Despite the efficiency of exact solutions for the chain parti1D ∗ because even an
tioning, we are not interested in reaching Cmax
optimal chain partitioning is just another 2-approximation for
the original problem P||Cmax , according to Proposition 2.6.

2 The naming was inspired by Papadimitriou’s definition of the “price of anarchy” [68].
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2.5.3 Dealing with Uncertainty
In many PSAs, the processing times of the parameters may be
significantly different and hard to predict. For this reason, we
assume that we have absolutely no a priori knowledge of the job
lengths. Certainly, without knowing the job lengths in advance,
the partition of the parameter space computed by a scheduling
algorithm may result in a makespan far from optimal.
To overcome the uncertainty, the results in this dissertation
are essentially built on the assumption that most users tend to
repeat executing their PSAs. When a user develops a PSA for a
project, sometimes executes it several times during the project,
as observed by Downey and Feitelson [29], because of different
reasons: testing, fixing bugs, adding new features such as more
detailed output, improved precision etc. Naturally their goal is
not optimizing the makespan, instead executing a revised version. This kind of user behaviour is assumed throughout this
dissertation:
Hypothesis 2.1 (Downey and Feitelson [29]): Users often submit
for execution the same task multiple times.
In a setting of unknown job lengths and repeated executions,
the inspiration of this dissertation was a supposedly common usage scenario. To exploit a parallel infrastructure, the user has to
partition somehow the parameter space by creating a schedule.
Because of uncertainty, the cost of this schedule may be unnecessarily high. So after the execution, assuming the exact measured
machine completion times are available, the user may notice that
some assignments took extremely short or long time to complete.
To minimize the makespan, the user should adjust the partition
intuitively or systematically in order to shorten the longest assignments at the next execution. If the makespan still turns out
to be too high, further adjustments are made until the makespan
meets the requirements.
It is also important to notice that the process above is validated by another strong assumption: the parameter space and
processing times of the parameters remain constant between the
executions, nevertheless the user may do changes to the PSA
(e.g. fix a program bug). The lack of these ideal conditions could
clearly influence both the cost of schedules and the convergence
properties of this process.
2.5.3.1 Related Work
There are a number of approaches to design scheduling techniques when uncertainty arises. Some surveys categorize techniques as reactive and proactive [5, 46]. Reactive behaviour usually implies that the algorithm intervenes during the execution
of the schedule based on some quasi real-time feedback of the
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system state. If feedback is not used (or not available) during the
execution, then the behaviour is purely proactive. While reactive
techniques are less committed to existing plans, proactive ones
have to be more robust to unexpected outcomes. For instance, a
proactive approach could be utilizing the average and worst-case
execution times [44]. The well-known list scheduling could be
considered as a reactive method when job lengths are unknown
a priori: when a machine is idle because of finishing its temporary assignment, it gets a new job. This setup is also known as
self-scheduling. While self-scheduling is a good approximation
in theory, it may cause an enormous overhead in a system as the
completion time of each single job is fed back to the scheduler.
Guided self-scheduling and factoring algorithms offer a compromise: they form chunks of jobs (similar to our chains) to reduce
the overhead. Initially these algorithms dispatch large chunks,
then the chunk size will gradually decrease to improve balancing [51].
The problem of unknown jobs had been attacked with numerous methods. A straightforward idea is to require the users
to provide the processing times [57]. The software frameworks
AppLeS [10] and GrADS [19] require the user to provide explicit performance model of the application to predict processing times. Probabilistic estimation was also studied, assuming
the lengths are independent random variables [20]. Uncertainty
can concern not only the application attributes (the number of
jobs, their lengths etc.) but also the resource performances (number and speed of machines etc.) [27], although the latter case is
beyond the scope of this dissertation.
Frequently, the application properties could be learnt by building a historical database from measurements from previous
executions. Probabilistic estimation could be improved with a
database to estimate the average of the distribution [6, 18]. A
database can support machine learning techniques to automatically develop performance models from the application source
code [83], or to predict processing times using records of similar jobs where similarity is defined by some distance function in
the attribute space considering e.g. user and job identification
information, requested resources [36, 37, 61].
Some work focus on collecting processing times of the whole
application [42, 75] in order to optimize resource performance
such as utilization. Others, as well as this work, measure the
parts of an application to optimize application running time [39,
47, 58, 86]. Some of them model the processing time as dependent on the input data size so a length can be predicted by projecting a previously measured time on the same resource for another data set (e.g. [42, 58]). In our case, we cannot use this prediction system for the chain lengths because then every job (or
parameter) would have uniform processing time, contradicting
our setting. In plantri, the processing times of the subtrees of
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the construction tree can be very different. In [47] and [86], the
goal is determining the minimal number of machines to achieve
the desired speed-up and efficiency. MARS [39] collects both
application-specific and system-specific information to balance
loads, but it was designed for more general parallel applications
than a PSA, and it does not exploits the fact that the tasks may
be divisible as our chains.
2.5.4 Using Parallel Infrastructures
Nowadays many parallel architectures are available for executing computationally intensive tasks such as SMP, hybrid CPUGPU, cluster, different kind of grids etc. However, developing
applications for these systems typically requires advanced technical skills from the user, who is rather a scientist or an engineer
than a computer specialist. To facilitate access, a vast number of
software tools has been developed. For instance, the grid portal P-GRADE for development [52] with workflow management
[53], or the integrated environment ASKALON for cluster and
grid computing, focusing on performance [33].
Another approach is represented by the Saleve tool [64], which
supports creating such a lightweight PSA that can be executed
both on a personal computer (standalone mode) and on a distributed infrastructure (client-server mode) at the same time.
Saleve has been developed since 2005 by a small group at the
BME including the author of this dissertation [C1, C2, A1, C3].
The theoretical iterative scheduling algorithm presented in Chapter 6 has also been implemented as an extension of Saleve, manifesting a proof of concept. These features are outlined in Chapter 6.
Using a parallel system with the original Saleve is sketched
below. The features presented in Section 6.5 will also allow another use case. Originating from a C/C++ sequential application,
the user has to modify slightly the source code, including implementing a partitioning strategy of the parameter space, and
recompile it with the Saleve programming library. The resulting
executable application is called the Saleve client. This transformation is illustrated in
Example 2.3: Let us have a fictional application that integrates
some difficult function on the interval [0, 10]. The top level of
its source code is depicted in Figure 2.16. First the function
“integrate” computes the result for a given interval, then it
prints the result. Let us define the parameter space as the integers [0 . . 9], each denoting the beginning of a subinterval of
length 1. The Saleve client created from this code is depicted in
Figure 2.17, which implements three top level functions. The first
function saleve_span partitions the parameter space by preparing 5 computational instances, each assigned to a subinterval of
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int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
double result = integrate("0", "10");
printf("%lf", result);
}

Figure 2.16. Original sequential computation

void saleve_span() {
saleve_addInstance("0
saleve_addInstance("2
saleve_addInstance("4
saleve_addInstance("6
saleve_addInstance("8
}

2");
4");
6");
8");
10");

int saleve_main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
double subresult = integrate(argv[1], argv[2]);
printf("%lf", subresult);
}
void saleve_sum() {
double result = sum<double>("integ");
printf("%lf", result);
}

Figure 2.17. Saleve client
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width 2. Each instance is prepared with the saleve_addInstance
function, and its argument string (e.g. "0 2" at the first instance)
will be passed to the instance. The next function saleve_main
supersedes the former function main, however, it launches the
integration on the subinterval specified by the argument pair
argv[1] and argv[2], and its printed output is collected by
the Saleve tool as a subresult. This function is called 5 times
by the Saleve tool, with the exact argument pairs prepared in
saleve_span (e.g. "0" and "2" in the first instance). Finally, when
all of the saleve_main calls are finished, the function saleve_sum
aggregates the computed subresult into the final result. The function call sum<double>("integ") sums all the subresults, where
the string “integ” is some hint to find the files containing the
subresults.
The client is compatible with the original application, so it can
be executed in standalone mode, however, it is able to use multiple processors of the local machine. The client can also transfer
itself and the partitioning to a Saleve server invisibly, which can
dispatch the work to a chosen distributed infrastructure and collect the subresults. Then, the client downloads and aggregates
the subresults from the server, almost completely hiding that the
computation was done remotely. In this remote case, first the
client executes saleve_span locally, then the server dispatches
the work and saleve_main is executed remotely by every instance, and finally the client collects the subresults and executes
saleve_sum locally. The server currently supports the following
parallel architectures: SMP, Condor [73], European Middleware
Initiative (EMI) [32] (formerly known as the gLite middleware),
Sztaki Desktop Grid (SzDG) [54].
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While Chapter 1 introduced informally the problems and outlined the main results of the dissertation, Chapter 2 established
the necessary background to formally present an overview of
the main results in this chapter. The results are substantiated in
the subsequent chapters.
3.1

restricted generation of quadrangulations
and equilibrium classes

As stated in Subsection 2.2.3, not every secondary equilibrium
class can be generated from the one of the Gömböc by monotone coloured splitting because of the irreducible ancestors. The
first main result reveals some of the hierarchy of the secondary
classes defined by these ancestors by studying the underlying
multiquadrangulations (MQs) and the monotone splitting.
Main Result 1 (Published in: [A2] [C4, C5]): I showed that in
the family of the secondary classes, the monotone coloured splitting admits other irreducible ancestors than the Gömböc. I also
showed how the ancestors can define a natural partition of the
secondary classes.
Subresult 1.a: There are only three irreducible ancestors of size
at most 10: the secondary classes of Gömböc, the regular tetrahedron and the right square pyramid. Consequently the Gömböc
is the ancestor of the secondary classes of size less than 8.
Subresult 1.b: The secondary classes of the minimal polyhedra
are irreducible.
Subresult 1.c: Every secondary class has a unique irreducible
ancestor, so any reduction sequence produces it.
3.2

enumerating quadrangulations

The refined classification scheme based on the topology of
the equilibria naturally poses the problem of enumerating and
counting the possibilities. While there are related results on enumerating the 2-coloured MQs (the quasi-duals, or, equivalently,
the unsensed maps) [81, 82] or the simple quadrangulations [8,
14], up to my best knowledge, there is no result in the literature
on enumerating the underlying family of MQs without colouring. In addition, the existing implementation of Walsh [82] enumerating the 2-coloured MQs has not been made parallel yet.
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Main Result 2 (Published in: [A2] [C4, C5]): I developed and
implemented a parallel method to enumerate both the multiquadrangulations and the secondary classes. Executing it on a
parallel system, I gave some exact cardinalities. I also gave more
effective parallel and sequential algorithms.
Subresult 2.a: My first method built on filtering the triangulation enumeration feature of plantri enumerates the quadrangulations. Its execution in the European Grid Infrastructure (EGI)
with the Saleve tool gave the cardinalities of quadrangulations
for different sizes up to 10 vertices. The generated data set confirms Subresult 1.a.
Subresult 2.b: I proved that the family of multiquadrangulations is generated by the splitting S1,3 . Thus, I gave a parallel
algorithm to enumerate both the multiquadrangulations without colouring and the 2-coloured multiquadrangulations, which
is built on the canonical construction path method.
Subresult 2.c: I gave a sequential algorithm to enumerate
the multiquadrangulations built on enumerating the 2-coloured
multiquadrangulations by the algorithm of Walsh, but ensuring
that each multiquadrangulation is listed only with one colouring.
3.3

partitioning psas based on historical data

When planning the execution of a PSA on a parallel infrastructure, the user often faces the problem of not knowing the runtime profile of the task in advance. However, a priori information would be useful to minimize the makespan of the execution
schedule. We assume that the user usually repeats the execution
of the same PSA multiple times, and the job lengths does not
change between the executions (they are stationary). This dissertation proposes a generic, iterative framework to gradually
improve the makespan by building a historical database. In a
nutshell, in each iteration the framework updates its historical
database with the measured completion times of the execution
of the previously computed schedule, supposing the measurements are available. To improve makespan, it splits the long assignments into parts, joins the small ones, and re-computes the
schedule for the next execution. Additionally, supposing a large
parameter space, limiting the size of the database can be advantageous, so using chain partitionings seems reasonable.
Main Result 3 (Published in: [A1, A3, A4] [C1–C3, C6, C7]):
I developed and implemented a generic framework to schedule PSAs of unknown lengths for identical parallel machines.
I proved that the makespan converges to an approximation, as-
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suming that the runtime profile of the task does not change between the executions.
Subresult 3.a: The framework reaches the 2-approximation for
any PSA after a finite number of iterations, based on building the
historical database only from the measured machine completion
times.
Subresult 3.b: The Saleve tool has been extended with this
framework to measure and collect runtimes and re-balance machine loads at the next execution. As a result, the user experiences faster completion time and that the partition of the parameter space is computed automatically instead of involving the
user. The theoretical properties of the framework are confirmed
by experimental test cases.
Subresult 3.c: I proved in theory that the framework can be
generalized to handle BPSAs, for which it guarantees a 3approximation, assuming that the setup times are known in advance.
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Q U A D R A N G U L AT I O N S A N D E Q U I L I B R I U M
CLASSES

This chapter presents the detailed statements and proofs that are
integrated into Main Result 1, repeated below from page 36.
Main Result 1 (Published in: [A2] [C4, C5]): I showed that in
the family of the secondary classes, the monotone coloured splitting admits other irreducible ancestors than the Gömböc. I also
showed how the ancestors can define a natural partition of the
secondary classes.
4.1

smallest quadrangulations

We begin by exploring the hierarchy of the smallest multiquadrangulations (MQs) and secondary classes. Again, let n denote
the number of vertices of a MQ, and the number of equilibria
of a secondary class n = s + u at the same time. There are exactly four MQs such that n ≤ 4, shown in Figure 2.1 (page 5),
where C4 is constructed from P2 by a 2-splitting, and Q3 , Q4 are
constructed from P2 by a 1-splitting. The number of secondary
classes such that n ≤ 4 is seven: the Gömböc represented by
the quasi-dual P1 (see Figure 2.12), the self-dual MQs C4 and Q4
admit one possible colouring, and the other MQs P2 and Q3 admit two possible colourings (first is shown in Figure 2.12). Note
that while the MQ P2 is irreducible in Q and is the smallest one,
this does not hold for the quasi-duals based on P2 : they are constructed from the Gömböc (the quasi-dual based on P1 ) by the
auxiliary coloured splitting.
For larger graphs, we have to establish some properties of the
vertex splitting regarding the reachability of MQs. These properties can also be naturally interpreted on the secondary classes.
Proposition 4.1: For a MQ such that n ≥ 4,
(i) if its minimum degree is k, then it is k-contractible, and not
l-contractible for any l < k,
(ii) it is irreducible if and only if its minimum degree is 3.
Proof. Recall that the minimum degree of a MQ can only be 1, 2
or 3. The first half of part (i) can be verified by checking every
possible arrangement of a vertex of minimum degree 1, 2 or 3:
in each case the vertex could be introduced by a splitting of
same degree as the vertex (see resulting graphs in Figure 2.5 and
Figure 2.7). The second half of it follows from the observation
that a k-splitting introduces a vertex of degree k.
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Part (ii) follows from (i) as the monotone splitting introduces
a vertex of degree 1 or 2.
By part (ii) of Proposition 4.1 which characterises the irreducible MQs, we can also characterise the irreducible secondary
classes for n ≥ 3 as isomorphism classes of quasi-duals of minimum degree 3. So one can easily verify that e.g. the radial graph
of the skeleton of the regular tetrahedron, or equivalently, its secondary class is irreducible (see Figure 2.8). The following result
also shows that it is one of the smallest ones such that n ≥ 4.
Theorem 4.1: Every MQ with less than 8 vertices is generated
from P2 by the monotone splitting.
In preparation of proving it, we need to generalize slightly an
earlier result of Batagelj [8]:
Proposition 4.2 (Batagelj [8]): Every simple 3-connected quadrangulation has at least 8 vertices of degree 3.
The generalization of Batagelj’s proof for our need is straightforward as his statement still holds for multigraphs and instead
of 3-connectivity it is enough to assume the minimum degree is
3. The latter observation has already been made in [14]. Hence
we use the following statement:
Proposition 4.3: Every MQ with minimum degree 3 has at least
8 vertices.
Proof. The layout of this proof is similar to Batagelj’s proof, but
the conditions are relaxed. From Euler’s formula (Equation 2.1
from page 6) we have that the sum of the degrees of a MQ of
size n is 2e = 4n − 8. On the other hand, if the degree of every
vertex is at least 3, then the sum of the degrees is also at least 3n.
So we have
4n − 8 ≥ 3n.

(4.1)

Proof of Theorem 4.1. By Proposition 4.1 and Proposition 4.3, we
have that the only irreducible ancestor such that n < 8 is P2 . So
the theorem can be proved by induction on n.
Theorem 4.1 shows the hierarchy of MQs with n < 8, formed
by the monotone splitting. Now we are studying MQs with 8 ≤
n ≤ 10.
Theorem 4.2: If an irreducible MQ has parallel edges, then it
has at least 12 vertices.
Proof. Let G be an irreducible MQ with parallel edges such that
it is of minimum size. Suppose G has k parallel edges between
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Figure 4.1. Irreducible MQ with parallel edges created by repeating a
simple one

vertices v and w. The k parallel edges divide the surface into
k regions. Let us select a region with the fewest vertices inside.
Now let us prepare the embedded subgraph H of the MQ G by
selecting the subgraph spanned by the vertices from inside the
selected region and the vertices v and w, then removing k − 1
parallel edges between v and w. For example, in Figure 4.1, if
the right hand side is G, one of the graphs on the left hand side
could be isomorphic to H, and k = 2, x = v, y = w.
It is easy to see that the plane graph H has the following properties: (i) it is a quadrangulation, (ii) v and w are still adjacent
and there is exactly one edge between them, (iii) every other
vertex than v and w has degree at least 3. We call a plane graph
satisfying these three conditions a half with marked adjacent vertices v and w throughout this proof. Let dK (z) denote the degree
of vertex z in graph K. In addition to these three defining properties, it is easy to see that any quadrangulation Q also has property (iv) : dQ ( x ) + dQ (y) ≥ 3 for any two adjacent vertices x and
y.
An irreducible MQ with parallel edges can be built from a
half F with marked adjacent vertices x and y, supposing there is
only one edge between x and y, as follows. We clone F, rotate
the clone by 180 degrees preserving its orientation, and stick together F and the clone by unifying vertex x and the clone image
of y denoted y0 , unifying vertex y and the clone image of x denoted x 0 , and unifying the outer edge xy and its clone image. So
the unifications remove the clone vertices x 0 and y0 and the clone
of the edge xy. Then we duplicate the original edge xy outside
in order to restore the quadrilateral property. The process is illustrated in Figure 4.1. We need to show that the resulting graph
denoted by P is irreducible. Clearly | P| ≥ 4, so irreducibility is
equivalent to having minimum degree of 3 by Proposition 4.1. It
is already a half, so every other vertices than x or y has degree
at least 3. After the unification, the vertex x is now connected
with the neighbours of y0 including x 0 because of the additional
parallel edge, so d P ( x ) = d F ( x ) + d F (y) ≥ 3 from property (iv)
of the halves. Similarly, d P (y) = d F ( x ) + d F (y) ≥ 3.
Now we can prove that H is simple. By property (iii), H is
not isomorphic to the MQ P2 . Note that it is easy to see that if a
half H with marked adjacent vertices v and w has parallel edges,
then it also contains a smaller half. The contained half can be
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found using a similar method used to define the half H inside
the irreducible G, although instead of selecting the minimal region, any region can be selected which does not contain v and
w (because d H (v) or d H (w) can be less than 3). So suppose indirectly that H has parallel edges. Then there is a half F contained
in H, obviously smaller than H. So an irreducible MQ with parallel edges could be built from F as described above, but smaller
than G, contradicting to its minimality.
Now we are going to prove that d H (v) + d H (w) ≥ 5. The
minimum degree of a simple quadrangulation is at least 2. If
d H (v) = d H (w) = 2 holds in a simple quadrangulation for two
adjacent vertices, than it can only be the circle C4 of length 4, as,
over Q1 , neither the 2-splitting nor the 3-splitting introduces a
vertex of degree 2 adjacent to another one of degree 2. However,
by property (iii), H cannot be isomorphic to C4 .
If the half H has n vertices, than the sum of its degrees is
4n − 8 as shown in the proof of Proposition 4.3, and we have
4n − 8 = d H (v) + d H (w) +

∑

d H ( z ) ≥ 5 + 3( n − 2)

(4.2)

z6=v,w

implying n ≥ 7. So there at least 5 vertices in the inside region
of G, the same outside, plus v and w, added up to 12.
The following theorem summarizes the results of this section.
Theorem 4.3: There are exactly three irreducible MQs with at
most 10 vertices: the path P2 , and the radial graph of a tetrahedron and the radial graph of a square pyramid.
Proof. Theorem 4.1 states the only irreducible MQ is P2 within
n < 8. According to Theorem 4.2, there are only simple irreducible quadrangulations with 4 ≤ n < 12. As presented in
Subsection 2.1.4, the simple irreducible quadrangulations can be
generated from the pseudo-double wheels by two expansions:
adding a 4-cycle and the 3-splitting [14, 66], and the two smallest
pseudo-double wheels are precisely the radial graph of the tetrahedron shown in Figure 2.8 (page 13) and the radial graph of the
square pyramid shown in Figure 4.2. Finally, no irreducible with
n ≤ 10 can be generated by these expansions as the 3-splitting
is not applicable for the radial graph of the tetrahedron and
applying the other expansion to it results in n > 10, as well
as, applying any of these expansions to a larger pseudo-double
wheel.
As for n < 4 the irreducible MQs and quasi-duals do not
coincide (the irreducible MQ is P2 , but the irreducible quasi-dual
is based on P1 ), Theorem 4.3 is interpreted slightly differently on
the equilibrium classes, stated by the following
Corollary 4.1: There are exactly three irreducible ancestors
among the secondary classes with at most 10 stable and unstable
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Figure 4.2. Radial graph (left) and the skeleton (right) of the square
pyramid

equilibria: the Gömböc represented by the path P1 , the secondary
class of the regular tetrahedron and the secondary class of the
right square pyramid.
4.2

minimal polyhedra

As shown in Section 4.1, the two smallest simple irreducible
quadrangulations are both radial graphs of the two simplest
polyhedra. This is not a coincidence, all are irreducible, and the
following theorem gives an inductive definition for them, as they
cannot be generated by the monotone splitting.
Theorem 4.4: The radial graph of any polyhedral skeleton is
irreducible, and they are generated from the radial graphs of the
pyramids with polygonal base by the restricted splitting S3,3 .
Proof. Any polyhedral skeleton is simple and 3-connected by
Steinitz’s theorem [63]. Let Q4 denote the family of simple and
3-connected quadrangulations having no separating 4-cycles. It
is known [14] that a graph is simple and 3-connected if and only
if its radial graph belongs to Q4 , proving the first part of the theorem. (This part could also be seen by stating that each vertex
is incident to at least three faces and each face is incident to at
least three vertices.)
It was also shown [14] that Q4 is generated by the restricted
splitting S3,3 starting from the pseudo-double wheels. It is easy
to verify that a pseudo-double wheel of size n = 2k + 2 is the
radial graph of the skeleton of a pyramid with a k-sided base
which completes the proof.
As mentioned in Subsection 2.2.2, the radial graph of a minimal polyhedron agrees with its secondary class, hence their special role is expressed in the following
Corollary 4.2: The secondary classes of the minimal polyhedra
are irreducible so not generated from any other secondary class
by the monotone coloured splitting.
As there are only three irreducible secondary classes until
n ≤ 10 according to Corollary 4.1, we can safely say that every secondary class such that n ≤ 10 are generated by monotone
coloured splitting either from that of the Gömböc or from that of
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a minimal polyhedron. Nevertheless, for n ≥ 12, there are other
irreducible secondary classes as well, e.g. on the right side of Figure 4.1 with parallel edges. Clearly the quasi-dual of a minimal
polyhedron cannot have parallel edges. We note that as every
convex body can be approximated with a polyhedron, the quasidual of a non-minimal polyhedron probably can be arbitrary. We
also mention that as plantri is capable of enumerating the simple quadrangulations of minimum degree 3, it is easy to learn1
that there is only one map of simple irreducible quadrangulations for n = 11, the one constructed with a 3-splitting from the
radial graph of the square pyramid.
4.3

uniqueness

A simple question naturally presents itself regarding the construction path of a MQ: is it possible to construct it by monotone
splitting from multiple different irreducible ancestors? Besides
theory, the answer could also hold practical value when implementing the enumeration of, say, the family of MQs generated
from P2 (or secondary classes generated from that of the Gömböc) by the monotone splitting with the canonical construction
path method in plantri (see Subsection 2.3.2). When searching
for the best reduction, the algorithm checks all possible reductions. If a MQ were constructed both from P2 and from some
other ancestor, then the reduction of the MQ could result in a
MQ not in the current family. E.g. the MQ could be reduced to
the other ancestor which is clearly not in the current family (not
generated from P2 ). This would make finding the best reduction
very difficult, because it would be hard to decide fast which reductions are applicable as the reduction would not be closed
under the family.
Now we show that the irreducible ancestor of a MQ is unambiguously defined, so a MQ cannot be constructed from different
irreducible ancestors.
Theorem 4.5: If a MQ can be constructed from both irreducible
ancestors A1 and A2 by monotone splitting, then A1 is isomorphic to A2 .
Proof. Suppose, w.l.o.g., that A1 is not isomorphic to P2 thus the
minimum degree of A1 is 3. Let G0 , G1 , . . . , G p be the construction path constructing G from A1 where G0 = A1 and G p = G,
and, indexed in reverse order, G p+q , . . . , G p+1 , G p be the construction path from A2 where G p+q = A2 , for some p, q > 0. So
S1,2 ( Gk−1 , Gk ) holds if 1 ≤ k ≤ p, and S1,2 ( Gk , Gk−1 ) holds if
p < k ≤ p + q. We will prove that the edges of G0 remain intact despite applying any monotone vertex splitting or mono-

1 by issuing the command plantri -q -c2 -u 11
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tone face contraction, that is, G0 l Gk for all 0 ≤ k ≤ p + q, so
A1 l A2 , and vice versa.
By induction on k, assume that G0 l Gi for all i < k, which trivially holds for k = 1. Then Gk−1 has an embedded subgraph H
isomorphic to G0 . We call the edges of H ancient. If S1,2 ( Gk−1 , Gk ),
clearly Gk−1 l Gk , so G0 l Gk . If S2,2 ( Gk , Gk−1 ), then we use a basic property of the 2-contraction that if it removes an edge, then
one endpoint of the edge is also removed and the degree of the
removed endpoint is 2. However, according to the induction hypothesis, each ancient edge of Gk−1 has endpoints with degree
at least 3 thus no 2-contraction is applicable to Gk−1 to remove
an ancient edge.
The last case is where S1,1 ( Gk , Gk−1 ), removing two edges: e10
and e100 (see the definition of vertex splitting and Figure 2.3c).
Edge e10 cannot be ancient because of having and endpoint of
degree 1 as explained in the previous case. If edge e100 is ancient
and e1 is not, then again no ancient edge is removed as it is only
a technicality if we actually remove the edge e100 or e1 because of
the symmetry of the 1-contraction. If both edges e100 and e1 would
be ancient and e10 would not be, then, because of the induction
hypothesis, there would be a face in G0 bounded by the walk
v0 e1 n1 e100 v0 contradicting the assumption that G0 is a MQ. Thus a
1-contraction cannot remove an ancient edge either.
Consequently, as neither the splittings nor the contractions alter the embedding of the rest of the MQ, G0 l Gk for all k.
Consequently, for any two different irreducible MQs A1 , A2
the families generated starting from A1 and from A2 are disjoint,
thus the set of irreducible MQs leads to a natural partition of Q.
Additionally, Theorem 4.5 implies that the irreducible ancestor
of a secondary class is also unique, because the MQs of the irreducible secondary classes and the irreducible MQs coincide for
n > 3.
Theorem 4.5 also results in an algorithm to determine the irreducible ancestor of a body: we simply need to apply the monotone coloured contractions iteratively to its quasi-dual, until we
get the irreducible ancestor, see Algorithm 4.1. Note that we can
choose the contractions arbitrarily: the resulting irreducible ancestor is unique hence is independent of the actual choices, as
any contraction sequence would result in the same ancestor.
4.4

hierarchy of secondary classes

Some results of this chapter are outlined in Figure 4.3 which we
reveal gradually in this section. Throughout this section, for any
starting set of secondary classes X , let X + denote the family of
secondary classes generated from X by the monotone coloured
splitting. So let I denote the family of irreducible secondary
classes, then I + denotes the family of all possible secondary
classes. Let G denote the starting set consisting of the secondary
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Algorithm 4.1: Determine the irreducible ancestor of a secondary class
Input: A quasi-dual G
Output: The resulting quasi-dual G is the irreducible
ancestor
1:
2:
3:

while G is not irreducible do
Choose any monotone coloured contraction of G
Execute it on G
I+
M+ M

F

G+

I
Figure 4.3. Hierarchy of secondary classes. Notation: I + : all secondary classes, G + : generated from P1 , F : small secondary
classes s.t. n < 8, I : irreducible ancestors, M: minimal
polyhedra, M+ : generated from minimal polyhedra.

class of the Gömböc, i.e. G = { P1 }, and G + the family generated
from { P1 }.
I contains secondary classes besides P1 , which clearly follows
from the fact that there is an infinite set of non-isomorphic irreducible MQs due to Proposition 4.1. Let F denote the family of secondary classes in the primary classes {s, u} such that
n = s + u < 8. Corollary 4.1 also states that F ⊂ G + , so every small secondary class with less than eight stable or unstable
equilibria are generated from the Gömböc.
Note that G + ∩ I contains only P1 by definition. Corollary 4.2
gives a geometric characterisation of a special family within I
called the secondary classes of the minimal polyhedra, denoted
by M, stating that M ⊂ I . As there are only three irreducible
secondary classes until n ≤ 10 according to Corollary 4.1, we
can safely say that every secondary class such that n ≤ 10 are
generated either from the Gömböc or from a minimal polyhedron, i.e. {S ∈ I + : n ≤ 10} ⊂ G + ∪ M+ . Nevertheless, there
are other irreducible secondary classes as well (e.g. Figure 4.1),
so I 6= M ∪ G .
Finally, Theorem 4.5 states that the irreducible ancestor of a
secondary class is unique, so e.g. G + and M+ are disjoint.
4.5

outlook: generating primary classes

While this chapter has been focusing on generating secondary
classes, we take a quick detour to revisit generating the primary
classes. Now, we aim to generate only one secondary class from
every primary class. Though the restricted coloured splitting S1,2
(i.e. the monotone splitting) cannot reach every secondary class
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from the Gömböc (see Corollary 4.1), we show that it can reach
every primary class. Note that the steps of the original Columbus’ algorithm can also reach every primary class [79]. We also
consider further restrictions in this section.
In detail, the coloured splitting S1,1 can reach every primary
class from P1 , and the coloured splitting S2,2 can reach every
primary class from the starting set of the secondary classes of
the singleton primary classes {{1, 1}, {2, 1}, {3, 1}, {1, 2}, {1, 3}}.
A primary class is a singleton if it contains exactly one secondary
class. Note that according to Table 5.1 in Chapter 5 these are the
only singleton primary classes.
Theorem 4.6: It is enough to use either the coloured splitting
S1,1 or S2,2 to generate every primary class from a finite starting
set of secondary classes.
Proof. First we consider restricting the monotone coloured splitting to S1,1 . 1-splitting is always applicable at any part of the
MQ if n > 2. More precisely, for any edge e of the MQ
with endpoints x and y, both splittings specified by the walks
xeyex and yexey are applicable. Consequently, any primary class
can be reached with coloured 1-splitting from {1, 2} or from
{2, 1}. So the primary classes are generated from the starting
set {{1, 1}, {1, 2}, {2, 1}}, and this set can be generated from P1
by the auxiliary 1-splitting.
Now we consider restricting the monotone coloured splitting
to S2,2 . The MQs of the classes {2, 1}, {3, 1}, {1, 2}, {1, 3} are
2-irreducible (see Figure 2.1a and 2.1c), so they have to be in the
starting set. The 2-splitting is always applicable around a vertex
v with d(v) ≥ 2 introducing a vertex w of the same colour as v. It
is clear that if n > 3, both partite sets of a bipartite MQ contains
vertices of degree at least 2. As C4 in {2, 2} is 2-contractible, the 2splitting can be arbitrarily combined to generate some secondary
class in any primary class {s, u} such that n = s + u > 4.
4.6

results of this chapter

The Main Result 1 (page 36) proved in this chapter boils down
to three subresults, each repeated here literally from Chapter 3.
Subresult 1.a: There are only three irreducible ancestors of size
at most 10: the secondary classes of Gömböc, the regular tetrahedron and the right square pyramid. Consequently the Gömböc
is the ancestor of the secondary classes of size less than 8.
Subresult 1.a is presented by Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.1.
Subresult 1.b: The secondary classes of the minimal polyhedra
are irreducible.
Subresult 1.b is presented by Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 4.2.
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Subresult 1.c: Every secondary class has a unique irreducible
ancestor, so any reduction sequence produces it.
Subresult 1.c is presented by Theorem 4.5 and Algorithm 4.1.
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S E C O N D A RY C L A S S E S

This chapter presents the detailed procedures, statements, proofs
and tables that are integrated into Main Result 2, repeated below
from page 36.
Main Result 2 (Published in: [A2] [C4, C5]): I developed and
implemented a parallel method to enumerate both the multiquadrangulations and the secondary classes. Executing it on a
parallel system, I gave some exact cardinalities. I also gave more
effective parallel and sequential algorithms.
5.1

enumerating by filtering triangulations

In this section the theoretical basis of my preliminary implementation is presented, proposing an easy-to-implement method to
enumerate multiquadrangulations (MQs) and secondary classes
of a given size without storing them. As plantri cannot enumerate the MQs originally, but can enumerate many other families,
the main idea of my implementation is to enumerate some superset of it and filter it.
The chosen superset is the family of triangulations allowing
parallel edges but no loops, shortly referred to as the triangulations throughout this chapter. The filtered family of triangulations admitting a 3-colouring which satisfies the criteria of the
equilibrium triangulations is clearly a subset of the triangulations. As the set of 3-coloured equilibrium triangulations with s
vertices coloured “stable”, u vertices coloured “unstable” and h
vertices coloured “saddle” corresponds to the set of quasi-duals
with partite sets of size s and u (see also Definition 2.7, the bijection is shown in Figure 2.10), enumerating the equilibrium
triangulations is equivalent to enumerate the quasi-duals. The
possible colourings are computed during the filtering anyway to
check if a triangulation could be an equilibrium triangulation,
hence this solution enumerates both the MQs without colouring and the quasi-duals at the same time, without repetition. We
note that an equilibrium triangulation or its underlying Morse–
Smale graph cannot have a loop.
The software plantri supports its extension with filters via
a plugin mechanism, so implementing the desired enumeration
requires the implementation of a filter plugin for triangulations.
The filter is outlined in Algorithm 5.1, and it is validated in the
rest of this section.
The enumeration process calls plantri to enumerate the triangulations of a given size, applying the canonical construction
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Algorithm 5.1: Subroutine to filter and colour equilibrium
triangulations
Input: A loopless triangulation G, parallel edges allowed
Result: Listing every quasi-dual corresponding to an
equilibrium triangulation based on G
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Colour G with 3 colours: “stable”, “unstable”, “saddle”
if impossible then return to plantri
Swap colours such that the degree of all “saddle” is 4
if impossible then return to plantri
H ← embedded subgraph of G spanned by non-saddles
(List H without colours as a quadrangulation)
List H with colours as a quasi-dual
if H is not self-dual then
List H with swapped colours as a quasi-dual

path method. Each time when a new triangulation is found, instead of listing it, it is passed to the subroutine outlined in Algorithm 5.1. Then this procedure colours it in every possible way
to obtain equilibrium triangulations, and lists the corresponding
quasi-duals. Most triangulations cannot be equilibrium triangulations, so the procedure does not list anything, because it quits
in line 2 or 4. The validity of this procedure is summarized in
the following
Theorem 5.1: Supposing plantri passes every triangulation of
size 2(s + u) − 2 to the subroutine outlined in Algorithm 5.1, all
possible quasi-duals of size s + u are enumerated (listed exactly
once).
We divide the proof of Theorem 5.1 into a few simpler propositions and notes. We start by proving that if we do not quit in
line 2 or 4, then G can be coloured to an equilibrium triangulation.
Proposition 5.1: If a triangulation G is 3-coloured with colours
stable, unstable, saddle of cardinalities s, u, h respectively, and
the saddles have all degree of 4, then the coloured G is an equilibrium triangulation, and s + u − h = 2 holds.
Proof. It is easy to see that removing the stable-unstable edges
would yield the properties of the Morse–Smale graph listed in
Proposition 2.4.
The formula from the Poincaré–Hopf theorem can be derived
from the Euler’s formula applied on the quasi-dual corresponding to G, which has f = h faces and n = s + u vertices, and
f = n − 2 holds for any MQ.
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Proposition 5.2: An equilibrium triangulation with cardinalities s, u, h has even number of vertices and h = (s + u + h)/2 − 1.
Proof. We have s + u + h = s + u − h + 2h = 2 + 2h.
We proceed now by making notes on computing the colouring. It is known that the chromatic number of a triangulation
is 3 if and only if it is Eulerian, i.e. the degree of every vertex
is even [45, 76]. Computing the 3-colouring of a triangulation is
similarly trivial, because once two adjacent vertices are already
coloured, the rest of the colouring is unambiguously predetermined. So first, we need to choose arbitrarily two endpoints of
an edge to colour. Then we launch a BFS from that edge applying the cyclic ordering, similarly to the computation of the
Plantri code (Subsection 2.3.1). When processing the actual, already coloured vertex, its neighbours need to be coloured using
alternating colours.
Hence, in any 3-colouring, always the same three partitions
of vertices are selected. However, mapping the colours to these
partitions may be ambiguous. Fortunately, this does not bring in
any difficulties to find the partition of saddles: there is only one
way to distribute this colour, up to isomorphism. In other words,
if two partitions both meet the requirements to be the saddles,
then the two colourings are isomorphic:
Proposition 5.3: Suppose in a 3-coloured triangulation G the
partitions of the vertices of different colours are A, B, and C. If
the degree of every vertex is 4 in B as well as in C, then G admits
an automorphism mapping B onto C.
Proof. We show that the subgraph of G spanned by B ∪ C is a
cycle, and rotating the cycle by one edge would be an automorphism mapping B onto C.
For any vertex v in a 3-coloured triangulation, half of the edges
incident to v has endpoint of one colour, and the other half of
the edges has endpoint of the other colour. Thus the degree of
the vertices in the subgraph spanned by B ∪ C is exactly the half
of their original degrees in G. As we have dG (v) = 4 for every
vertex v in B ∪ C, we also have d B∪C (v) = dG (v)/2 = 2. As the
subgraph B ∪ C is connected and 2-regular, it is a cycle.
Note the proof also implies | A| = 2 because from Proposition 5.1 we have | A| + | B| − |C | = 2, and from Proposition 5.3
we have | B| = |C |. Consequently in this case G looks like a wheel
with two hubs: there is a cycle B ∪ C, and there are two vertices
in A, one is inside the cycle, other is outside, each connected to
every vertex of the cycle with one edge. The physical realization
of the secondary class represented by G could be a flat pebble
with two stable equilibria at opposite sides.
Proposition 5.3 simplifies Algorithm 5.1 by allowing the arbitrary choice of the saddle vertices from the three partitions
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in line 3. Once the saddle partition is found, further trials are
unnecessary. However, swapping the colours stable and unstable may result in a non-isomorphic colouring, when the corresponding quasi-dual, denoted by H in Algorithm 5.1, is not selfdual. For instance, that is obviously the case when s 6= h. If the
corresponding quasi-dual is self-dual, so there is an automorphism mapping the stables onto the unstables, the enumeration
needs to detect it and avoid repeating the graph. For instance,
the quasi-dual of the ellipsoid is self-dual (see Figure 2.10).
So briefly, if the triangulation G can be the base of equilibrium
triangulations, then the colouring is either unique if the corresponding quasi-dual is self-dual, or it has two ways, swapping
the stable and the unstable colours.
The self-duality test done in line 8 of Algorithm 5.1 is based
on the isomorphism checking method of plantri. The computation of the Plantri code marks the canonical edge, from where
launching the BFS results in the string code lexicographically the
least. Algorithm 5.1 checks if G has another edge starting from a
vertex of opposite colour such that launching the BFS from there
results in the same string code. The corresponding quasi-dual is
self-dual if and only if it finds such an edge.
5.2

computational results of enumeration

This section presents some statistics on the number of possible
secondary classes and MQs based on the data set attained by
the computer program. As plantri supports dividing the computation into independent parts by enumerating only a portion
of the set, we could perform this computation in parallel in the
EGI grid infrastructure. In order to get rid of the tedious administrative and programming work required to manage jobs in
the grid, we used the Saleve tool [C1]. As enumerating triangulations is time-consuming even in a parallel infrastructure, the
results are limited to size n ≤ 10.
Table 5.1 shows the cardinalities of the classes {s, u} with
n = s + u ≤ 10. The table is symmetric because a secondary class
such that s 6= u is clearly not self-dual. Because of the 1-1 correspondence of 2-coloured MQs and connected plane graphs (see
Subsection 2.2.2), our numbers agree with the cardinalities of the
unrooted and unsensed maps calculated by Wormald [85], and
exhaustively enumerated by Walsh [81, 82]. Originating from
these sources, some aggregation of these numbers have also appeared in [74].
Table 5.2 shows the cardinalities of ancestor secondary classes
with respect to splittings with different restriction criteria: S2,2 ,
S1,1 and S1,2 . The data set generated by our program has
strengthened Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.1, as we could count
easily the irreducible ancestors for n ≤ 10 by Proposition 4.1.
The statistics showed that there are exactly two irreducible an-
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Table 5.2. Ancestor secondary classes with respect to S1,1 (second column), S2,2 (third column), S1,2 (fourth column) and nonancestors (first column)
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Table 5.3. Cardinalities of MQs (Q), self-dual secondary classes (eSD )
and secondary classes (∑ e)

cestors with 4 ≤ n ≤ 10: the radial graphs of the two polyhedral
skeletons shown in Figure 2.8 and Figure 4.2. Note that it is easy
to see if a MQ with n > 4 has a vertex of degree 2 than it is 2contractible, but Q3 with n = 4 is 2-irreducible (see Figure 2.1).
Table 5.3 shows the number of MQs Q (n), first published in
[A2], up to my best knowledge. To compute Q (n) from the same
program-generated data set, observe a relation between the number of secondary classes in the class {s, u}, the number of selfdual secondary classes and the number of MQs of size n = s + u,
denoted respectively by e(s, u), eSD (s, u) and Q (n):
n −1

2Q (n) − eSD (n/2, n/2) =

∑ e(s, n − s).

(5.1)

s =1

5.3

efficient quadrangulation enumeration

This section presents theoretical quadrangulation enumeration
methods superior in efficiency to the method implemented and
presented in Section 5.1. The first method in Subsection 5.3.1 is
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the canonical construction path with graph expansions that directly generate Q. The second method in Subsection 5.3.2 filters
the enumeration of the Lehman codes of rooted maps.
5.3.1

Using Canonical Construction Path

Brinkmann et al. [14] showed that the restricted splitting S2,3 generates Q1 , and implemented in plantri. Their result can be easily extended by using the vertex splitting generalized for MQs:
Theorem 5.2: The restricted splitting S1,3 generates Q from P2 .
Proof. The minimum degree of a MQ is either 1, 2 or 3 by Euler’s formula. Proposition 4.1 implies that in these cases the 1contraction, 2-contraction or the 3-contraction is applicable, respectively.
plantri already implements the canonical construction path,

but with other expansions for other graph families, such as
the simple quadrangulations (Q1 ) or the triangulations. So the
enumeration could be implemented by extending plantri with
the splitting S1,3 , and defining the best reduction (see Subsection 2.3.2) on a MQ. The source code of plantri can be downloaded for free from its web page [15].
This method would be considerably more efficient than the
current implementation, as there are

|T (18)| = 1,372,246,820,875

(5.2)

triangulations of size 18 to check1 , and among them, there are
only 33,373 triangulations satisfying the equilibrium conditions,
corresponding to MQs of size 10.
5.3.2

Enumerating Rooted Maps with Lehman Code

Walsh [82] developed a method able to enumerate the unsensed,
unrooted maps (see Subsection 2.3.3), a family with a 1-1 correspondence to the quasi-duals (see Subsection 2.2.2). The enumeration of the MQs could be done by filtering the maps, similarly
to the basic idea of filtering some superset of Q in Section 5.1.
The filter is outlined in Algorithm 5.2, validated below.
To obtain the list of quasi-duals with partite set sizes s and u,
one has to simply list the maps with s faces and u vertices, and
the quasi-duals are the radial graphs of the maps. However, the
family of quasi-duals is larger than Q, as the MQs which are not
self-duals appear with two colourings among the quasi-duals, so
we need to list them only with one colouring to obtain the MQs.
Checking self-duality is easy according to Proposition 2.5 and
the remark following it: r ( G ) is self-dual if and only if G is iso1 the cardinality can be obtained by issuing the command plantri -c2m2 18
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Algorithm 5.2: Subroutine to filter quadrangulations
Input: An unsensed, unrooted map G
Result: r ( G ) without the colouring is listed exactly for one G
H ← the plane dual of G
2: Let L X denote the Lehman code of the map X
3: if L G < L H then return to the map enumerator
4: List r ( G ) without colours as a quadrangulation
1:

morphic to H. So if r ( G ) is self-dual, then L H = LG is detected
by the map enumerator, so obviously only one of H and G will
be passed to the subroutine. Otherwise, if r ( G ) is not self-dual so
L H 6= LG , then we select the map only with the greater Lehman
code and list its radial graph.
5.4

comparing enumeration methods

This chapter has presented three methods to enumerate Q. The
first one, filtering the triangulations is the easiest to implement,
however, the less efficient. The efficiency issue is slightly mitigated for it can be executed in parallel. Note that the feature of
plantri not storing the enumerated data set in the memory is
critical. For instance, for n = 10 only 33,373 MQs are enumerated which could be stored easily in the memory. However, the
process has to filter |T (18)| triangulations (see Equation 5.2 on
page 55) which would be particularly difficult to store.
The second one, instead of filtering the much larger set of triangulations, directly would generate Q with the restricted splitting S1,3 . Its implementation based on plantri would involve
designing the choice of the best reduction which requires some
fine tuning to improve the efficiency of the heuristics.
The third one would filter the maps corresponding to the
quasi-duals generated by the map enumerator program written by Walsh [81]. Though he was kind enough to send me his
source code, his program is not publicly available as plantri.
While plantri constructs the enumerated graph, conveniently
allowing its study, the map enumerator only lists the Lehman
code of the enumerated graph which needs further processing.
Finally, plantri supports parallel execution, which is a subject
this dissertation is highly interested in.
5.5

results of this chapter

The Main Result 2 (page 36) proved in this chapter boils down
to four subresults, each repeated here literally from Chapter 3.
Subresult 2.a: My first method built on filtering the triangulation enumeration feature of plantri enumerates the quadrangu-
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lations. Its execution in the EGI with the Saleve tool gave the
cardinalities of quadrangulations for different sizes up to 10 vertices. The generated data set confirms Subresult 1.a.
Subresult 2.a is presented by Algorithm 5.1, Theorem 5.1, Table 5.2 and Table 5.3.
Subresult 2.b: I proved that the family of multiquadrangulations is generated by the splitting S1,3 . Thus, I gave a parallel
algorithm to enumerate both the multiquadrangulations without colouring and the 2-coloured multiquadrangulations, which
is built on the canonical construction path method.
Subresult 2.b is presented by Theorem 5.2.
Subresult 2.c: I gave a sequential algorithm to enumerate
the multiquadrangulations built on enumerating the 2-coloured
multiquadrangulations by the algorithm of Walsh, but ensuring
that each multiquadrangulation is listed only with one colouring.
Subresult 2.c is presented by Algorithm 5.2.
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A FRAMEWORK FOR SCHEDULING JOBS OF
UNKNOWN LENGTH

This chapter presents the detailed procedures, statements and
proofs that are integrated into Main Result 3, repeated below
from page 37.
Main Result 3 (Published in: [A1, A3, A4] [C1–C3, C6, C7]):
I developed and implemented a generic framework to schedule PSAs of unknown lengths for identical parallel machines.
I proved that the makespan converges to an approximation, assuming that the runtime profile of the task does not change between the executions.
6.1

model of the parallel execution

We begin by modelling the supposed user behaviour, the PSA
and the parallel infrastructure applied. The same notation from
Subsection 2.5.2 is used throughout this chapter: n denotes the
number of jobs (parameters) and m denotes the number of machines.
As mentioned previously in Section 2.5, the graph enumeration program presented in Section 5.2 is a PSA such that the
processing times of the parameters are not known in advance.
This uncertainty complicates the design of a parallel execution,
however, we suppose three extenuating circumstances.
1. A task is submitted for execution multiple times anyway
as stated in Hypothesis 2.1.
2. The completion times of the machine assignments can be
measured and collected in the parallel infrastructure, i.e.
~ ( f ) becomes known after executing schedule
the vector C
~ ( f ) := (C1 ( f ), . . . , Cm ( f )).
f , where C
3. The runtime profile of a task is stationary throughout the
repeated executions, i.e. the lengths p1 , . . . , pn remain constants.
The framework presented in this chapter could be incorporated
into any execution supporting tool or even scheduling technique
designed for PSAs satisfying these three conditions above.
After the scheduling algorithm partitions the parameter space
into chains, the infrastructure matches machines to every chain.
In the parallel infrastructure this matchmaking is typically done
by the middleware or the cluster scheduler on which the user
has only negligible influence. For this reason, we assume that
the parallel infrastructure consists of identical parallel machines
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with the same processing speed. We also assume that the machines have no initial load so they start working at the same
time.
We assume that the cost the user faces during an execution is
the total turnaround time of the whole task which is the maximal completion time, i.e. the makespan. The extra disk space
used by the framework is also a secondary, latent cost. If the data
set managed becomes “inconveniently” large, extra communication costs may delay the turnaround time. Additionally, usually
there is some limit enforced by the parallel system regarding the
machine assignment descriptions. Assuming a massive number
of parameters (e.g. hundreds of thousands) these descriptions
have to be kept brief.
6.2

the iterative framework

This section outlines the iterative framework proposed to automatically reach the desired makespan. In each iteration the
framework updates its historical database with the measured
completion times of the execution of the previously computed
schedule. If it is not clear whether the approximation ratio of
2 has already been reached, then it splits the long assignments
into parts estimating proportionally their lengths, joins the small
ones, and recalculates the schedule for the next execution based
on the estimated lengths. When the user repeats the execution
again and the approximation ratio of 2 is already reached, then
the framework suggests the last schedule instead of recalculating
it.
The historical database (or shortly database) stores records consisting of a chain, its length and type. The type of a chain length
may be either measured before, then it is correct, or estimated because of a split, then the length may be incorrect. We also can calculate the correct length of a chain sometimes using the following equation. For any chains c1 , c2 and c3 such that c1 = c2 ∪ c3
and c2 ∩ c3 = ∅,

`(c1 ) = `(c2 ) + `(c3 ).

(6.1)

For simplicity, we say the calculated length is also “measured”.
We make sure that the chains of the database are disjoint and
cover [1 . . n], i.e. they form a partition of the parameter space.
Note that in a chain partitioning every assignment is a chain.
The working of the framework is outlined in Algorithm 6.1,
details are elaborated in this section. Given m and n, and an
arbitrary initial chain partitioning f 0 , the historical database con~ ( f 0 ). The initial
tains initially the measured completion times C
schedule f 0 can be obtained e.g. by splitting the parameter space
into equally sized parts. In the qth iteration, starting with q = 1,
the schedule f q has to be computed based on the database. After
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~ ( f q ) are merged into the
the execution of f q , the measurements C
database.
Algorithm 6.1: Iterative framework

~ ( f0 )
Input: m, n, f 0 , C
TLB ← ∑i Ci ( f 0 )/m
q←0
3: while s (q ) > 1 do
4:
q ← q+1
5:
P ← the chains of the database and their lengths
6:
for all chain c in P s.t. `(c) > 2TLB do
7:
Split chain c in half
8:
Estimate the lengths of the half chains
9:
Replace in P the chain c with the half chains
10:
f q ← FrugallySchedule(m, TLB , P)
~ ( fq )
11:
When requested, execute schedule f q , measure C
~ ( f q ) into the database
12:
Merge C
1:
2:

∗
The goal of the framework is to assure Cmax ( f q ) ≤ 2Cmax
∗
∗
for every q ≥ q for some finite q which is small enough.
This q∗ is the iteration counter when the framework stops recalculating the schedule. First, a lower bound on the optimal
∗
makespan Cmax
is determined in line 1: the average completion
n
time TLB := ∑ j=1 p j /m. Clearly TLB = ∑im=1 Ci ( f )/m for any
schedule f .
We define the indicator of exit condition s(q) to be the maximum size of the chains in the database of length more than 2TLB
at the end of the qth iteration, and 0, if every length is at most
2TLB . The framework stops improving the schedule when every
long chain is a singleton, i.e. s(q) = 1 or s(q) = 0 from line 3. So
for every q ≥ q∗ either s(q) = 1 or s(q) = 0, but for every q < q∗
the inequality s(q) ≥ 2 holds.
In each iteration, a synthetic scheduling problem is prepared
from the chains of the database. The preparation starts with an
adjustment in lines 6-9: the longest chains (longer than 2TLB ) are
split in half, meaning that the half chains have the same size
(number of jobs contained). More precisely, if the size of a long
chain is even, then the half chains have the same size, and if
it is odd, then the difference of the sizes of the half chains is
1. If it is already a singleton, it is not split. The lengths of the
half chains are unknown, so they are estimated temporarily as
the half of the original length. Note that if the halves are still
longer than 2TLB , we do not split them in half again recursively
in this iteration, we simply leave them in P. Each chain corresponds to a synthetic job, and the synthetic length is equal to
the length of the corresponding chain which is either measured
or estimated. It is important to keep the original ordering of jobs
among the synthetic jobs. An obvious, though crucial assertion
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is that though the lengths of the estimated chains of the database
are not correct, the sum of the lengths is correct, in accordance
with Equation 6.1. So if the lengths of the n0 synthetic jobs are
0
p10 , . . . , p0n0 , then ∑1n p0j = mTLB .
Then in line 10, the prepared synthetic jobs are scheduled by
the subroutine FrugallySchedule, presented in Algorithm 6.2,
which is a simple array partitioning algorithm for jobs of supposedly known length, though with important features stated in
the next section. FrugallySchedule returns a schedule f 0 of the
synthetic jobs which can be trivially interpreted also as a schedule f of the original jobs of unknown length.
Algorithm 6.2: Subroutine to schedule frugally
Input: m, T, P, where P consists of n0 synthetic jobs of known
lengths p10 , . . . , p0n0
Output: Schedule f 0 : [1 . . n0 ] 7→ [1 . . m]
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

function FrugallySchedule(m, T, P):
i←1
C1 ← 0, . . . , Cm ← 0
for all job j do
if Ci > 0 and Ci + p0j > 2T then i ← i + 1
if i > m then ABORT! T is too small
Assign job j to machine i, i.e. f 0 ( j) := i
Update Ci
return the computed schedule f 0

~ ( f q ) in line 12 of Algorithm 6.1 refers to that the
Merging C
~ ( f q ) as follows.
database is updated using the measurements C
A chain assignment c of f q may or may not contain a chain c∗ of
estimated length as a subset. If it does not, then we say c will be a
chain of the database with its measured length (some completion
time). Otherwise c∗ and c \ c∗ will be the chains of the database,
both with correct, measured length, according to Equation 6.1 and
to this lemma, proved in Section 6.3 on page 64.
Lemma 6.1: c \ c∗ is a chain, and its length can be calculated.
Hence for each assignment c, we have either one or two chains
in the database, so the database consists of at most 2m chains, as
the old records are deleted from the database in this step. We
emphasize that it is one of the main features of this framework,
that is, the database stores at most 2m chains in every iteration,
independently of n. To achieve this, the deletion above is necessary. We also note that it is crucial to gather as much information as possible on the half chains of estimated length as they are
the longest ones exercising the most influence on the makespan.
This is the reason we need to store more information than the
~ ( f q ) of the last schedule f q .
completion times C
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6.3

analysis of the framework

In this section we prove that the framework meets the requirements, which means that the approximation ratio of 2 is always
reached in finite number of iterations for any PSA.
It is worth clarifying that we have two different approximation ratios in the process that are not necessarily equal. We call
the framework ratio the cost of the schedule after the q∗ iteration
divided by the cost of the optimal a priori schedule of the orig∗ . Within an iteration of the framework,
inal jobs: Cmax ( f q∗ )/Cmax
we create a synthetic scheduling problem with measured or estimated job lengths. To schedule the synthetic jobs, we use some
approximation algorithm, and we call its approximation ratio
the iteration ratio, which is the cost of the computed schedule of
the synthetic jobs divided by the optimal cost of scheduling the
synthetic jobs. The iteration ratio is obviously a lower bound on
the framework ratio. Certainly, the guarantee of the framework
regards the framework ratio.
Although the framework and the scheduling subroutine may
look simple, together they successfully manage some non-trivial
issues. Most important one is the convergence (the existence of
q∗ ), achieved by the framework by keeping decreasing the sizes
of the longest chains in the database until every non-singleton
chain is under 2TLB . To assist in that, the scheduling subroutine
should not map more than one synthetic jobs of estimated size
(“half chain”) to a machine. If each estimation is specified with
exact measurements by the end of the iteration, long chains will
keep getting smaller and shorter. Even an optimal chain partitioning may map more than one estimated chains to a machine
as well as other approximations such as the one in [3], so the
existence of FrugallySchedule (Algorithm 6.2) is justified.
Another aid in maintaining convergence is that the database
stores more than just the last measured completion times, as
illustrated below. The notation f [ a . . b] = i stands for f ( j) = i
for all j ∈ [ a . . b].
Example 6.1: Let m = 3 and n = 4 with p1 = 20, p2 = 70, p3 =
20, p4 = 10. Let the initial schedule f 0 be the following mapping:
f 0 [1] = 1, f 0 [2 . . 3] = 2 and f 0 [4] = 3.
So the lengths of the chains of the database are `([1]) =
C1 ( f 0 ) = 20, `([2 . . 3]) = C2 ( f 0 ) = 90 and `([4]) = C3 ( f 0 ) = 10.
As TLB = 40, the chain [2 . . 3] is split by the framework, and the
half chains [2] and [3] both gets estimated length of 45. Then the
next computed schedule f 1 joins the first two chains, so the mea~ ( f 1 ) are: `([1 . . 2]) = 90, `([3 . . 4]) = 30. If the presurements C
vious data C1 ( f 0 ) was already unavailable, then there would not
be any significant improvement on the quality of the database:
the size and the length of longest chain would be the same (2
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and 90). However, using both `([1]) = C1 ( f 0 ) and `([1 . . 2]) =
C1 ( f 1 ) the framework can conclude that `([2]) = 70.
As the difficulties above shows, the framework and the subroutine has to interact to succeed. We begin the discussion of
the framework with the properties of FrugallySchedule.
Proposition 6.1: Given the number of machines m and n0 jobs
0
of length p10 , . . . , p0n0 by the problem P, let pmax
:= max1≤ j≤n0 { p0j }.
For the schedule f 0 returned by FrugallySchedule(m, P, T) in
Algorithm 6.2, we have the followings:
0

(i) if T ≥ ∑nj=1 p0j /m, then the algorithm does not abort and f 0
is a valid chain partitioning,
(ii) if the algorithm does not abort, then Cmax ( f 0 )
0
},
max{2T, pmax

≤

(iii) if the algorithm does not abort, no machine gets two jobs
longer than T, even if Cmax ( f 0 ) > 2T.
Proof. For part (i), first we prove by induction that for any k <
m, if the first k machines did not get all the jobs, then either
∑1k Ci ≥ k · T or ∑1k+1 Ci ≥ (k + 1) · T holds. For any machine k,
there are two possible cases if the algorithm has not run out of
unassigned jobs i.e. there are still jobs for machine (k + 1). In
the first case, machine k gets normal amount of work: Ck ≥ T,
proving the case trivially. In the other case, machine k gets less
work: Ck < T, but this also implies Ck+1 > 2T, because a job
longer than 2T comes next in line 4 of Algorithm 6.2, and the
machine (k + 1) gets this long job. Thus Ck + Ck+1 > 2T, proving
this case. Consequently the last machine could get a work of
0
length at most ∑nj=1 p0j − (m − 2) T, proving (i).
For both parts (ii) and (iii), observe that a machine i gets more
than 2T amount of work only if its assignment consists of one
single job, as line 4 assures that each job longer than 2T is assigned to a dedicated machine.
According to part (ii), FrugallySchedule is not an ordinary
0
2-approximation. It is of importance, because while pmax
is a
lower bound on the optimal makespan of the synthetic scheduling problem P, it is usually not a lower bound for the original scheduling problem, as the longest synthetic job may not
correspond to a singleton chain. The algorithm is frugal because in some cases it does not allow the makespan to reach
0
2pmax
, where an ordinary 2-approximation would. An ordinary
2-approximation would be satisfied whenever it finds a sched0
ule f 0 such that Cmax ( f 0 ) ≤ 2 max{ TLB , pmax
}, in contrast to (ii)
of Proposition 6.1 for FrugallySchedule.
Proposition 6.2 enables us to finish the analysis of the framework.
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Proposition 6.2:
(i) In any schedule executed by the framework, the assignment of a machine can contain at most one half chain of
estimated length, so the length of the complement of the
estimated chain is known in advance.
(ii) s(q + 1) ≤ ds(q)/2e for every iteration q.
(iii) If s(q) = 1, then Cmax ( f q ) = pmax .
(iv) If s(q) = 0, then Cmax ( f q ) ≤ 2TLB .
Proof. Part (i) follows from part (iii) of Proposition 6.1 and the
fact that each estimated length is more than TLB (see line 8 in
Algorithm 6.1). Part (ii) follows from that all long, non-singleton
chains in the database are split in half in each iteration. Parts (iii)
and (iv) follow from part (ii) of Proposition 6.1.
Now we can prove our lemma from Section 6.3 (page 62).
Proof of Lemma 6.1. c \ c∗ is also a chain because c∗ is either prefix
or suffix subset of c, followed from three facts:
(i) the estimated chains come in pairs: if the length of a synthetic job j is estimated then the synthetic job ( j − 1) or
( j + 1) is estimated as well;
(ii) the length of an estimated job is at least TLB ;
(iii) FrugallySchedule in Algorithm 6.2 puts consecutive jobs
longer than TLB as a last or first job of an assignment.
Part (i) of Proposition 6.2 states that c \ c∗ does not contain an
estimated chain of the database, so it can only contain measured
chains of the database. So its length `(c \ c∗ ) was already known
(previously measured or calculated).
Finally, we summarize the results in
Theorem 6.1: The framework presented in Algorithm 6.1 yields
∗
a makespan at most 2Cmax
using a database of size O(m log n),
after at most dlog2 ne iterations, starting from any initial schedule f 0 .
Proof. By part (ii) of Proposition 6.2, s reaches 1 or 0 in at most
dlog2 s(0)e iterations, and clearly s(0) ≤ n for any f 0 , so q∗ ≤
dlog2 ne. Proposition 6.2 also suggests that
∗
∗
Cmax ( f q∗ ) ≤ max{ pmax , 2TLB } ≤ max{Cmax
, 2Cmax
}.

Finally, it is easy to see that any chain partition f can be unambiguously described in O(m log n) space: the m assignments are
intervals of integers, so the description needs m integer numbers,
each number given in log n digits. The database also contains at
most 2m chains.
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We emphasize again that according to Hypothesis 2.1, the PSA
is not repeated only because our framework needs more iteration. It is repeated regardless of the framework because this is
the wish of the user. So the framework does not cause additional
execution costs, instead it gradually decreases it.
6.3.1 Outlook: Adaptivity of the Framework
Though it is assumed that the input is stationary throughout
the iterations, we note that a small change could significantly increase the adaptivity of the framework. If the processing times
changed between two iterations because of some alteration in
the PSA, the recalculation of TLB in every iteration in Algorithm 6.1 would restore the convergence in some cases. As the
initial schedule can be arbitrary, the converging process could
simply be restarted from the current schedule. Furthermore, this
would handle a change in the number of machines m as well.
6.4

demonstration of the framework

In this section we present two PSAs to test the framework with:
a simple artificial one (Example 6.2), and a graph enumeration
program (Example 6.3).
Example 6.2: Let m = 3, n = 12 and the job lengths p1...12 =
93, 1, 1, 1, 102, 50, 25, 25, 1, 1, 1, 1. The initial schedule f 0 assigns
uniform, 4-sized chains to the machines.
This example illustrates that there are more chains in the
database than the previously measured completion times. The
average load remains TLB = 100 throughout the iterations. Before the first iteration, initially we have f 0 [1 . . 4] = 1, f 0 [5 . . 8] =
~ ( f 0 ) = (96, 202, 4).
2, f 0 [9 . . 12] = 3 and the completion times C
As Cmax ( f 0 ) = 202 > 2TLB = 200, the first iteration has to
come. The chain [5 . . 8] is split in half, both `([5 . . 6]) and
`([7 . . 8]) are estimated to be 101, so FrugallySchedule is
0
called with the synthetic jobs p1...4
= 96, 101, 101, 4. It returns the
schedule of the synthetic jobs f 10 [1 . . 2] = 1, f 10 [3 . . 4] = 2, which
is interpreted as a schedule (chain partitioning) of the original
jobs: f 1 [1 . . 6] = 1, f 1 [7 . . 12] = 2. This is executed, and the
~ ( f 1 ) = (248, 54).
completion times are measured as C
However, at the end of the 1. iteration, the “chains of the
database” and their lengths are: `([1 . . 4]) = 96, `([5 . . 6]) = 152,
~ ( f 1 ) and C
~ ( f 0 ).
`([7 . . 8]) = 50, `([9 . . 12]) = 4, derived from C
In the 2. iteration no chain of the database needs to be split, as
the previous long chain [1 . . 6] is already split into two chains.
So the final schedule is f 2 [1 . . 4] = 1, f 2 [5 . . 6] = 2, f 2 [7 . . 12] =
~ ( f 2 ) = (96, 152, 54), and the frame3, the completion times are C
work stops as realizes that s(2) = 0 and Cmax = 152 < 2TLB .
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Example 6.3 ([A2]): The processing times of the n = 49566 jobs
of a plane graph enumeration PSA [A2] are shown in Figure 6.1
(top). We have m = 12 machines.
The whole process is illustrated in Figure 6.1. The first diagram (on top) visualizes the processing times, which spread
from 4 to 8125 (in hundredth seconds). It also shows that the
first 10000 jobs (j ≤ 10000) are usually longer than the others.
The second diagram of Figure 6.1 shows the initial schedule
~ ( f 0 ). The initial schedule assigns
f 0 and its completion times C
the uniform-sized chains to the 12 machines and the assignment
intervals (chains) are separated by vertical lines, and their machine indices are also displayed. The machine index assigned to
a job index j is f 0 ( j), so C f0 ( j) ( f 0 ) is the completion time of the
machine that gets job j. There are 12 rectangles on the second
diagram, and the width of the ith rectangle corresponds to the
size (number of jobs) of the assignment of machine i, while its
height corresponds to the length of this assignment. Obviously
the makespan of f 0 is the height of the highest rectangle, which
is Cmax ( f 0 ) = 760177.
The average completion time is TLB = 194851, so the first iteration splits the first and the second chains, estimates their sizes
(not shown in the figure) and computes the next schedule f 1 ,
~ ( f 1 ) are
executes it and measures its completion times. f 1 and C
shown on the third diagram. In this iteration, FrugallySchedule only assigned jobs to 8 machines, and the machine index
i is only displayed for 5 ≤ i ≤ 8. Again, we have 8 rectangles corresponding to 8 machine assignments. It is worth observing that the short chains (lowest rectangles) from the previous schedule f 0 were joined into bigger chains (wider rectangles), while the longest ones (highest rectangles) were split
into smaller (narrower rectangles) chains. The makespan is still
Cmax ( f 1 ) = 433898, so the next iteration comes.
The second iteration splits only the third chain of f 1 , computes
~ ( f 2 ),
and executes the schedule f 2 , updates the database with C
shown on the fourth, last diagram of Figure 6.1. The only difference from the previous iteration is that the one chain split in half
is dispatched to two distinct machines. Finally, the makespan is
Cmax = 365471, so the framework stops with the satisfying schedule f 2 .
6.5

implementation within saleve

I have implemented the iterative framework described by Algorithm 6.1 as part of the Saleve tool, introducing two features
for the user. The more visible feature is that developing the
Saleve client has become simpler: the user does not have to
explicitly partition the parameter space anymore as shown in
Subsection 2.5.4. Instead, it is enough to define the parameter
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Figure 6.1. Plane graph enumeration PSA processing times p j and ma~ ( f q ) of iterations q = 0, 1, 2. All
chine completion times C
horizontal axes correspond to the job number j. Vertical
axes denote time (length).
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void saleve_span() {
saleve_addPSInstance("SALEVE_SMART_DIM_1=0:1:10");
}

Figure 6.2. Splitting the parameter space in the Saleve client

space only, and the Saleve tool automatically creates the partitioning and prepares the instances. For instance, Example 2.3
(page 33) can be updated accordingly by replacing the function
saleve_span shown in Figure 2.17 with the version shown in
Figure 6.2. The function saleve_addPSInstance takes a textual
definition of the parameter space, in this example it is a 1D interval of integers in [0, 10), incremented by 1, i.e. [0 . . 9]. We
plan supporting in the future the definition of multidimensional
parameter space with arbitrary increments.
The other feature is more latent yet the following main point
holds: if the user repeats the remote execution of the client
(through the Saleve server), the makespan automatically decreases unless a 2-approximation of the optimal makespan is
already reached. The user does not have to be aware that
Saleve iteratively improves the makespan by building a historical database, the user simply experiences that the total execution
time gradually decreases.
Algorithm 6.1 is implemented in the Saleve server module,
and the client transfers the parameter space definition. Each time
the server receives a task, it looks up in the historical database
for measurements of an earlier execution of the task (getting
P in line 5 of Algorithm 6.1), and computes the next schedule ( f q in lines 6-10). If the task has not been executed before,
the server creates an initial partitioning of the parameter space
( f 0 ). It manages the execution of the task (line 11), and merges
the measurements into the database (line 12). Obviously, if the
2-approximation is already reached, then it always creates the
same schedule f q∗ .
The server uses a heuristic comparison to look up in the
database: it currently considers the application name and its
parameter space definition as the keys. It is not trivial which
attributes are stationary between executions, so a more sophisticated comparison method could be the subject of further research.
6.6

scheduling batches with setups

This section extends the framework for the more general application model we call batches of PSAs (BPSA). A BPSA consists of
n jobs similarly as a PSA, though the jobs are partitioned into g
groups. We assume that every group consists of jobs of consecutive indices, i.e. the groups are chains. Each group h ∈ [1 . . g]
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(c) The fixed schedule
Figure 6.3. Fixing a schedule with additional setups, g = 3, n = 6,
m=2

is divided into one or more batches [1] in a schedule, preceded
by the corresponding setup of length uh , where uh depends only
on the group. So the work of a machine consists of batches of
jobs and corresponding setups, and its completion time has to
be redefined as the total length of the jobs and setups assigned.
The more batches are divided a group into, the more additional
setups are contributed to the total work. As chain partitioning
keeps group members close, it might be an economical approach
to mitigate costs from having extra setup work. We suppose that
the setup lengths u1 , . . . , u g (denoted by the vector ~u) are known
a priori, but the job lengths are still unknown.
The extended framework presented in Algorithm 6.3 is a generalization of the iterative framework outlined in Algorithm 6.1
(Section 6.2). In each iteration, first it calculates a preliminary
schedule (chain partitioning), which may not be feasible yet because it misses some setups which are inserted later. Let us pretend for a moment that we have only a single machine, i.e. m = 1.
Then the only feasible chain partitioning is that we put the setup
of the first group of length u1 , then every job of the first group,
then continue with a setup and the jobs of the second group
etc. We regard this machine assignment, i.e. the sequence of jobs
and setups as a fictitious PSA of (n + g) fictitious jobs, and the
framework computes the chain partitioning of the fictitious PSA
first. We call this partitioning f : [1 . . (n + g)] 7→ [1 . . m] the
preliminary schedule, which is not a feasible schedule if a group is
split up between machines. To fix it, we need to simply insert the
corresponding additional setup into each assignment not starting
with a setup, then we have the feasible fixed schedule, illustrated
in Figure 6.3. A similar idea was used in [A4].
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We need to adjust the former lower bound TLB and the maxu :=
imum size of the long chains s, hence we introduce TLB
g
TLB + ∑h=1 uh /m which is now the average completion time of
the fictitious PSA, and the definition of su (q) is similar to s(q)
u as a threshold instead of T , and counts the setups
but uses TLB
LB
in as well.
The chains of the database now form a partition of
[1 . . (n + g)] and used in the preliminary schedule. However,
the measured machine completion times are fed back on the
fixed schedule instead, so a conversion is needed: the length of
the chain of the database is equal to the completion time minus
the length of the additional setup. This easy conversion is done
when initializing the database from completion times and when
merging the new completion times (line 13). We mention an implementation issue: there may be a redundant setup in the end
of assignments but since we know the setup lengths, we are not
required to execute the redundant setup, instead, we can simply
add its length to the measured completion time.
Algorithm 6.3: Iterative framework for batches

~ ( f0 )
Input: m, n, ~u, f 0 , C
g

u ← T +
TLB
∑h=1 uh /m
LB
2: q ← 0
3: while su (q ) > 1 do
4:
q ← q+1
5:
P ← the chains of the database and their lengths
u do
6:
for all chain c in P s.t. `(c) > 2TLB
7:
Split chain c in half
8:
Estimate the lengths of the half chains
9:
Replace chain c with the half chains in P
u , P)
10:
f q ← FrugallySchedule(m, TLB
11:
Fix f q by adding the corresponding setups
~ ( fq )
12:
When requested, execute f q , measure C
~ ( f q ) into the database
13:
Merge C

1:

The extended framework copes with the constraint of setups,
and in the special case when ~u ≡ 0 it behaves exactly like the
previous framework. However, for the batch case it admits only
a 3-approximation as shown by
Theorem 6.2: The framework presented in Algorithm 6.3 yields
∗
a makespan at most 3Cmax
using a database of size O(m log n), after at most dlog n + ge iterations, starting from any initial schedule f 0 .
Proof. Proposition 6.1 is still applicable in addition to the parts
(i) and (ii) of Proposition 6.2. So the makespan of the preliminary
schedule in the last iteration is either max{ pmax ; umax } if su (q) =
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u if su ( q ) = 0, i.e. the preliminary schedule is a
1 or less than 2TLB
2-approximation, although infeasible.
We base the rest of the proof on the observation that in order to fix the preliminary schedule, at most one setup has to
be inserted into each machine assignment in line 11 in Algorithm 6.3. It is the consequence of the construction of the fictitious PSA that when a machine switches from one group to another, there already is a corresponding setup in the preliminary
schedule. Thus the completion times of the fixed schedule are
made longer than the preliminary completion times with at most
umax , respectively. In conclusion, as the preliminary schedule is
a 2-approximation, the fixed schedule is a 3-approximation.

6.7

results of this chapter

The Main Result 3 (page 37) proved in this chapter boils down
to four subresults, each repeated here literally from Chapter 3.
Subresult 3.a: The framework reaches the 2-approximation for
any PSA after a finite number of iterations, based on building the
historical database only from the measured machine completion
times.
Subresult 3.a is presented by Algorithm 6.1, Algorithm 6.2 and
Theorem 6.1.
Subresult 3.b: The Saleve tool has been extended with this
framework to measure and collect runtimes and re-balance machine loads at the next execution. As a result, the user experiences faster completion time and that the partition of the parameter space is computed automatically instead of involving the
user. The theoretical properties of the framework are confirmed
by experimental test cases.
Subresult 3.b is presented by Example 6.2, Example 6.3 and
Section 6.5.
Subresult 3.c: I proved in theory that the framework can be
generalized to handle BPSAs, for which it guarantees a 3approximation, assuming that the setup times are known in advance.
Subresult 3.c is presented by Algorithm 6.3 and Theorem 6.2.
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7.1

the subject of the dissertation

This dissertation has presented three research problems. The
first problem considered a recently introduced 2-level classification system of convex, homogeneous bodies based on their
mechanical equilibria. We analysed a combinatorial operation of
the secondary equilibrium classes named the monotone coloured
splitting. This operation was known to have a geometric counterpart transforming a convex body to another one, having two
unusual properties: simplified geometric realization and preserving existing orbits (see Subsection 2.2.2). The first problem was
to study which secondary classes can be generated by the monotone coloured splitting from others.
The second problem was to enumerate exhaustively the secondary classes in each primary class and count them. As a secondary class was defined with a 2-coloured multiquadrangulation (MQ), this problem was strongly related to enumerating the
MQs of a given size. While the first problem was to study the
theoretical reachability of secondary classes, the second problem
was rather a practical one: not only an enumeration method was
needed, but the generated data set could be the basis of further
research.
The third problem started from efficiently scheduling and executing the quadrangulation enumeration on a parallel infrastructure. Compared to a typical parallel execution of a parameter sweep application (PSA), this problem was made unusual by
two factors. First, there was no a priori information on the processing times of the parts. Secondly, an observation was made
also by others: a user developing a PSA tends to repeat the execution several times. So the third problem evolved to design a
framework which minimizes the makespan of a PSA and deals
with uncertainty by exploiting the observation above.
7.2

major findings

The first problem led to studying the reachability of the underlying MQs, without the 2-colouring. While the Gömböc was the
ancestor of every primary class, i.e. the monotone splitting generated every primary class (see Theorem 4.6, page 47), other irreducible ancestors arose among the secondary classes. This thesis
showed that every secondary class has a unique ancestor, so the
ancestors define a natural partition of the secondary classes. It
was also shown that there are only three ancestors of size at most
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10: the secondary classes of the Gömböc, the regular tetrahedron
and the right square pyramid. In addition, every minimal polyhedron is an ancestor. These results have been obtained purely
with graph theoretical proofs, without using the data set generated for the second problem.
For the second problem, this thesis presented a parallel algorithm which has also been implemented, and a summary of its
generated data set. Additionally, two more effective algorithms
were also presented. The literature offered methods only to enumerate the 2-coloured MQs (i.e. the secondary classes) by Walsh
[81, 82], or the simple quadrangulations (i.e. quadrangulations
disallowing parallel edges) by plantri [8, 14]. Two of the presented methods were based on the software plantri which implements the canonical construction path method to enumerate
certain graph families. One of the methods, which filtered the
equilibrium triangulations among the triangulations, was also
implemented and it generated the desired data set. The third
presented method was based on the algorithm of Walsh.
For the third problem, an iterative framework has been introduced. It coped with the uncertainty by building a historical
database of the individual machine completion times. In each
iteration a new schedule was computed, executed, the completion times were measured, and the historical database was updated accordingly. This thesis showed that the precision of the
estimation of the longest (most time-consuming) parts of the parameter space was gradually improved in the database. Consequently, the makespan quickly converged to some value at most
twice the optimal makespan. Moreover, the size of the historical database was only O(m log n) where m and n denoted the
number of machines and jobs, respectively. The qualities of the
framework were formally proved, and also were experimentally
tested by its implementation within the Saleve tool.
7.3

closing remarks

The results of this thesis have limitations, which may lay down
directions for future research. Here we outline some of them.
• While the full characterization of the ancestors was purely
combinatorial (Proposition 4.1), their geometric characterization was only partial. The Gömböc and the minimal polyhedra admitted a simple characterization, but we are not
aware of any simple geometric description of the other ancestors.
• The implemented enumeration method (see Algorithm 5.1)
was very slow, albeit it could run parallel. Implementation
of the more efficient algorithms (see Section 5.3) would
highly facilitate our access to data.
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• The iterative scheduler framework was very sensitive: a
small change in the runtime profile of the task could destroy its convergence. This is why we assumed that the runtime profile is stationary. Improving its adaptivity could
considerably widen its area of usability.
• The iterative framework had three objective functions: the
makespan, the size of the historical database and the convergence rate (number of iterations). It is very intriguing to
research whether any objective could be further improved
without worsening the others. For instance, the makespan
could be clearly improved if a larger database would be
allowed.
In spite of these limitation, these results hopefully contribute
a bit to deepen our understanding of the equilibrium classification scheme, which seems to be promising for natural shapes.
Moreover, the scheduling framework is probably generic and
lightweight enough to be incorporated by many parallel software tools whose users often repeat their executions and carry
out some intuitive optimization of its schedule.
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